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1 
Resume 
Dette speciale omhandler de kroatiske fagforeningers rolle siden indførelsen af økonomiske neo-
liberale reformpakker, sådan som de er blevet anbefalet kroaterne af Verdensbanken. I starten af 
1990’erne var det den kroatiske regering, som stod i spidsen for reformer af arbejdsmarkedet, som 
bl.a. indeholdt privatisering af statsejede virksomheder og yderligere deregulering af markedet. 
Fagforeningerne målrettede deres indsats mod at få væltet den nationalistiske HDZ (Hrvatska 
Demokratiska Zajednica) parti, hvilket lykkedes i begyndelsen af 2000-året. Den kroatiske befolkning 
var klar til nye tider, bedre vilkår og integration i den Europæiske Union. Regeringsskiftet markerede 
dog en endnu sværere situation for fagforeningerne, idet det altoverskyggende mål om at blive 
indlemmet i EU har ført til hurtige reformer, sådan som de er blevet anbefalet til den kroatiske 
regering af Verdensbanken. Verdensbanken anklages af fagforeningerne for at føre teknokratisk neo-
liberal politik, som underminerer fagforeningernes rolle og ignorerer den traditionelle kollektive 
forhandlingsteknik som en mulighed der kunne føre til dialog. Verdensbankens ansatte beskylder til 
gengæld fagforeningslederne for at have politiske motiver, og for ikke at forstå sig på økonomi. 
Empirisk data støtter op om fagforeningernes påstande om, at kroaterne er blevet fattigere, og at 
uligheden er blevet større siden reformerne blev indført. Fagforeningerne forsøger ihærdigt at 
appellere til regeringen og til Verdensbanken om at inddrage dem i forhandlingerne omkring 
kroaternes arbejds- og levevilkår. Indtil videre har parterne mødtes nogle få gange, dog kan møderne 
ikke karakteriseres som dialoger, men som høringer/konsultationer, hvor Verdensbanken noterer sig 
fagforeningernes bekymringer, og forsikrer dem om, at de er ubegrundede.  
Specialet inddrager også udviklingskommunikation og undersøger hvorvidt dialog, sådan som den er 
defineret hos Freire, kan forestilles i situationen beskrevet ovenfor. Verdensbankens egen 
kommunikationsafdeling, DevComm, anbefaler kollegaerne at benytte sig af dialogiske tilgange i 
udviklingsprogrammerne, skønt DevComm anerkender at kommunikation ofte bliver henvist til 
bagsædet af de hardcore økonomer som formulerer programmerne.  
Problemformuleringen lyder: 
Hvordan påvirkes de kroatiske fagforeningers position som følge af Verdensbankens politik i 
Kroatien, og kan udviklingskommunikation mellem Verdensbanken og fagforeningerne påvirke 
denne politik?  
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Preface 
Total word count: 215.348 characters (with spaces). 
This integrated thesis covers International Development Studies (IDS) and Communication 
Studies (CS). Chapters 1, 2, 6 and 7 cover both disciplines. Chapters 3 and 4 mostly cover IDS, 
while chapter 5 mostly covers CS.  
IDS and CS are thus weighed 60/40. 
The attached appendix A is a journal article for “Fagbladet 3F”. The article and the 
appertaining argumentation paper are CS requirements to be submitted together with the 
thesis. 
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1 Mapping the problems 
 
sually, when analyzing the programs of the World Bank scholars and scientists take 
a departure point in Banks’ activities in third world countries. This is neither 
irrational nor unnecessary considering the importance of the World Bank loans to 
and programs for the African continent. However, the Bank has activities in many other parts 
of the world, which have not been as deeply and thoroughly analyzed as the ones on Africa 
and other traditionally marked “developing” countries.  
This thesis seeks to fill out the gap of World Bank’s activities on the European continent, more 
precisely on the territory of the former Yugoslav country, Croatia. The thesis thereby also 
seeks to meet the “Internationale udviklingsstudier: Formål og genstandsområde” notice, 
which encourages scholars to push the boundaries of what is considered as developmental 
processes and explore other geographical areas of interest1.  
Considering the fact that the topic of this thesis is somewhat pioneering regarding the 
geographical area of interest, I wish to focus on one specific area of Croatian development 
where the World Bank is a major initiator for reforms – the labour market. There will, 
however, be references and comments to other aspects of Croatian society, which are affected 
by the policies. 
Hence, the core of this thesis is to analyze the neo-liberal aspects of World Bank strategies and 
to investigate what kind of discourse their activities attract in the Croatian society. I am 
particularly focusing on the Croatian trade unions and the ways in which they are affected by 
the demands of the World Bank. In order to shed light on these matters, I will take up theories 
of development communication as well as of development itself. Hereby, I wish to meet the 
requirements for the two subjects that the thesis is meant to represent – Communication 
Studies and International Development Studies. 
                                                            
1
 http://www.ruc.dk/isg/Uddannelse/iu/iu_oversigt/formaal/ 
U 
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1.2 Mapping THE problem 
Pinpointing the Croatian labour market as a research target raises a need to identify actors 
that affect it – such as the workers, the trade unions, the government and the external actors 
such as the World Bank, WTO etc. The particular relationship I wish to investigate here is the 
one between the World Bank and Croatian trade unions, or to put it more bluntly: the 
relationship between a powerful neo-liberal institution and the local trade unions with origins 
in the socialist self-management practice, specific to former Yugoslavia. Croatia is a transition 
economy, which means that it is shifting to a free market economy from the previous centrally 
planned economy. The World Bank and the Croatian government are main initiators of the 
transition, which leaves the traditionally influential trade unions with a shaken confidence. The 
unions experience that they are no longer “part of the solution but of the problem”. They are 
furthermore losing popular support among Croatians who are looking forward to EU 
membership – and the EU accession is conditional on Croatia proceeding with the reforms 
required by the World Bank. As it will be demonstrated below, the World Bank and the EU 
cooperate to some extent in the preparation of future candidate countries, through 
consultation and alignment of their respective programs. For instance, as a part of the 
cooperation the two institutions comment on each other’s strategy papers, action plans and 
progress reports.  
In the process of uncritical adoption of neo-liberal economic programs, the trade unions are 
trying to warn the Croatian public of its negative consequences and to maintain their own 
significance. It is neither peculiar nor surprising that the trade unions feel left out of the 
negotiations about the country’s future. Some would even argue that economic neo-liberalism 
is unable to coexist with strong worker protection and unionism as-it-used-to-be. In the 
Croatian context, this is also colliding with the unions’ long tradition for collective bargaining 
and negotiating on social matters. This sort of communication has been on a retreat for several 
years now, and it is free to say, that communication, in general, is a missing link in the 
relationship between the Bank and the trade unions. It is often pointed out in development 
contexts that without communication there is no development, but how does that apply in this 
case? The World Bank’s ambitious standpoints on development communication strategies, as 
presented in Development Communication Sourcebook – Broadening the Boundaries of 
Communication, emphasize the importance of participation and of bottom-up development. 
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The author, Paolo Mefalopulos, a Senior Communications Officer in the Development 
Communication Division of the World Bank, remarks in the very preface of this comprehensive 
Sourcebook:  
“In an institution such as the World Bank, which is dominated by economists, a soft 
science such as communication has often been relegated to the back seat. This has 
happened despite the fact that past approaches, driven by economic theories, have not 
always produced significant results and despite the fact that lack of communication has 
often been identified as a major cause of project failure.” (Mefalopulos 2008:xii) 
Mefalopulos argues that two-way communication would enhance development initiatives, 
which makes it a necessary ingredient. Considering that the Croatian trade unions have a 
tradition of collective bargaining and negotiating, there ought to be possibilities for a 
successful collaboration between them and the World Bank. The question is, however, does 
the World Bank recognize the trade unions as their partners or see them as obstacles to the 
wanted reforms? Can communication push Croatia through its transition successfully, 
considering the ideological differences? Not to forget, the Croatian government does not 
intervene positively towards the trade unions, which are slowly losing their influence on the 
future of Croatian labour market. The government appears to be ideologically closer to the 
World Bank with only a vague reminiscence of the socialist self-management past. Such shift in 
ideology is perhaps necessary for Croatia’s position in global contexts – and for the accession 
to the EU, although this shift is not demanded by the EU, but by the Bank. Transition is 
therefore necessary for Croatia in order to keep up with the rest of the Europe and the world. 
However, some sacrifices are needed in the process of rapid adjustment – hence, the research 
question is:  
 
How do the policies of the World Bank applied in Croatia affect the position of the 
Croatian trade unions  and can those policies be influenced by development 
communication between the two parties? 
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1.3 Deducted work questions 
In order to expound the research question to the fullest I have constructed a set of work 
questions. The work questions are posed for the broad topics that the research question is 
constituted of: 
1 What are the characteristics of the economic neo-liberalism and which sort of 
impact does it have on societies where it is employed? 
• What is the relationship between economic neo-liberalism and the Bretton 
Woods institutions, i.e. the World Bank? 
• How have the neo-liberal policies affected the position of trade unions in other 
parts of the world? 
• Which coping strategies have been used abroad by the trade unions in order to 
maintain their significance?  
 
2 Which role do the policies of the World Bank play in the development of Croatia? 
• Which kind of reforms does the World Bank require? 
• Which motivational factors are in evidence in the process of adjustment to these 
policies? 
• How do the policies affect the Croatian labour market and the workers?  
  
3 How do these policies affect the position of the trade unions? 
• How do the trade unions respond to the World Bank and how does the World 
Bank react on the unions’ involvement?  
• Which kind of communication has been characterizing the relationship between 
the World Bank and the trade unions? 
• How large an impact does the ideology have on the relationship? 
 
4 Can development communication contribute to a more advantageous situation 
for both the World Bank and the trade unions? 
• Which communicational problems can be identified in the relationship between 
the World Bank and the trade unions? 
• Can participatory dialogical communication influence the relationship towards 
agreements on common goals? 
• Which challenges is the practical use of development communication expected to 
meet and how large an influence does the Bank’s communication unit, DevComm, 
have on the its process?  
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2 Methodology and design 
n this chapter I wish to present the methodology upon which this thesis is created. It is a 
difficult task to convert thousands of pages of inspiring, provoking and exciting literature 
into a short presentation, yet I shall try to give an image of how it has affected my 
research.   
2.1 The terminology of neo-liberalism  
First of all, I believe there is a need to clarify the use and the meaning of ”neo-liberal” in the 
context of this thesis, as the term has different implications and connotations to different 
people. Neo-liberalism is in this thesis understood as economic neo-liberalism, which is 
expressed in the Washington Consensus policies that were built upon Adam Smith’s notion of 
the “invisible hand”. Since the invisible hand makes the free, liberal markets work perfectly, 
there is no need for government interference. These policies are therefore coined in the term 
neo-liberalism (Stiglitz 2002: 74). Some authors argue, that neo-conservatism is the U.S. 
equivalent to what the rest of the world calls for neo-liberalism (Klein 2007: 253), some argue 
that neo-liberalism is the economic component of the larger political ideology of neo-
conservatism and others do not see any connection between the two at all. Regardless, the 
common discourse is that the policies of the World Bank and the IMF are neo-liberal, which is 
usually demonstrated by the institutions’ characteristic demands to the client countries (to 
deregulate the labour market, privatize, minimize the social expenditures, i.e. to reform in 
favour of the market). In consequence, the neo-liberal policies tend to be perceived as 
technocratic and socially insensitive one-size-fits-all solutions. It also ought to be said that the 
policies are coined as neo-liberal by its critics, just as the concept of Washington Consensus 
was coined by John Williamson (see chapter 3 on further definition).       
2.2 Theory of Science departure point   
Seeing this thesis through the spectrum of theory of science it will become apparent that I 
have an eclectic approach to the theoretical framework. This means that I am applying 
theories of different schools of thought and different traditions, by extracting smaller 
fragments of the theories’ larger framework and using them to enlighten the questions posed. 
I
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This kind of methodology is pragmatic in the sense that I am applying concepts that work and 
theories that can tell me something about my subject.  
At the same time, I also wish to address the most common criticism towards eclectic-
pragmatist approaches; pointing out that an eclectic-pragmatist approach becomes a relativist 
methodology where anything goes. My experience is that, if anything, the eclectic-pragmatist 
approach is the opposite of that. It encourages the use of theories that work together and in 
practice, rather than theories that work on paper. In my opinion, it is more of a challenge to 
opt out what does not work and opt in what seems to work, then being “theorigid2”.   
I also consider that an interdisciplinary analysis as this one requires eclectic-pragmatic use of 
theory, in order to combine the two fields of science in question: Communication Studies and 
International Development Studies. The eclectic use of theory provides a methodology to 
analyze the two disciplines within their own and each other’s conceptual frameworks. Hence, 
the work questions will be answered through different perspectives and, by implication, in 
different chapters.  
In addition, I find this approach to be in line with my conviction that by utilizing a variety of 
perspectives I can create versatile interpretations of my subject. There is rarely one single 
meaning or A truth connected to our interpretations of the world; as the pieces of the puzzle 
are added or subtracted  - so does the meaning change. To put it in other words: the ontology 
cannot be isolated from the epistemology as the “being” cannot be isolated from its/our 
articulation. Depending on the underlying structures of the objects that are being investigated 
and on our discourse about them, it becomes apparent that we contribute to the construction 
of both the object and the structures. I therefore, do not seek universal and/or absolute 
solutions as I do not believe they can be found. But I do think that our understanding of the 
world becomes fuller and richer in the process of doing just that. The term that coins this 
stance is generally known as the “post-structuralist” view of the world, as it is called by others 
than the post-structuralists themselves. In other words, it would be inconsistent with the core 
post-structuralist views to homogenize itself with titles.  
                                                            
2
 The term is my own concept for theoretically rigid or stern scholars and scientists, who see and analyze 
the world through invariable ideologies. 
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2.3 Theories applied 
In her recent book The Shock Doctrine, Naomi Klein, an award-winning researcher/journalist, 
describes the horrors of “shock therapies” that have inspired neo-liberal economic policies, 
which have been imposed on weak countries throughout recent history. The term “shock 
therapy” is known as one widespread treatment form for mental patients. Electroshock 
therapy was believed to clean up the mess inside the patients head, in fact, the electroshock 
might not only remove a particular insanity but it also might delete a person’s memory and 
knowledge. In this sense, psychiatrists could work with “blank minds” where everything 
needed to be rebuilt and restored– a challenging assignment for any practitioner of psychiatry.  
The parallels to economic shock therapy are obvious, Klein argues: a shock or a crisis can turn a 
country more vulnerable and more willing to accept a course of change, which would not have 
been accepted under normal circumstances. The worse the crisis or the shock the better it is – 
a large hurricane that destroys everything is better than a small scale storm that tosses few 
cars or people around in the streets. The hurricane gives possibilities to start over and 
implement policies that suit an elites’ mind best. Working with a blank city, or a country, 
creates great opportunities for those who already are well off and playing Gods in the ashes of 
disasters, is what critics would say. Naomi Klein points these crisis-oriented exploiters out as 
the mainly neo-liberal institutions (IMF, the World Bank, WTO) and corporations that depend 
on markets and their stability.  
Klein may or may not be oversimplifying the relationship but she does seem to encapsulate 
important relationships in the global capitalist economy. These are the relationships where 
poor are getting poorer and rich are getting richer. The latter has been under the scope of 
investigation for many years and the relationship has been covered by many authors. Probably 
the most famous work was submitted by Joseph Stiglitz, a former Senior Vice President and 
Chief Economist of the World Bank, in 2002. Globalization and its discontents sold millions of 
copies and created heated debates all over the world. The informative aspect of the book was 
(and still is) of great value to many critical voices, but what also makes this book interesting is 
its author. Stiglitz is still perceived as an insider with secret knowledge, and if anyone can tell 
how the IFIs really work, it is Stiglitz. Globalization and its discontents describes how the 
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tripartite “Washington Consensus”3 controls globalization for the benefits of their own and 
how the World Bank, IMF and WTO let commercial and financial interests prevail when 
assisting countries in their development (Stiglitz 2002: 7). Furthermore, Stiglitz proposes a 
reformed sort of Washington Consensus, i.e. the post-Washington Consensus, which differs 
from the previous consensus mainly in terms of state’s role.  Post-Washington theorists 
suggest a more active role for the state, as a facilitator of the institutional framework.   
Klein and Stiglitz will provide points of view for further discussions in chapter 3 (Neo-liberal 
policies – where do they come from?). Besides an assessment of the nature of neo-liberal 
policies, Klein and Stiglitz (as well as some of the authors mentioned below) will help map and 
investigate the impacts of such policies in other countries, with a specific focus on countries 
with strong trade union scene. Further reflections on the relationship between neo-liberalism 
and the trade unions will be provided with country-specific research by Piet Konings (West and 
Central Africa), Andreas Bieler (European relations), Rae Cooper and Bradon Ellem (Australia) 
and Paul W. Drake (United States/Latin America).       
Some of Stiglitz’s assertions are furthermore supported by several Croatian academics. Rather 
than criticizing neo-liberal economics as such, many of them are opposed to the way they are 
being implemented in Croatia. The general feeling in the economic circles is that market 
liberalization is necessary for Croatia to succeed – and to become a member of the EU, which 
is largely perceived as a good thing for Croatia. The academics have, however, criticized the 
shock therapy that their government has imposed on Croatia in the early 1990’s and against 
the rapid uncritical adjustment to the neo-liberal prescriptions, which have been relevant since 
the beginning of this decade. Hence, I will discuss the consequences of these policies through 
the works of Croatian academics such as Dragomir Vojnic, a former senior advisor at the 
Economic institute of Zagreb. Marko Grdesic and Tomislav Marsic are both political scientists; 
Marsic has examined the role of the World Bank in Croatia’s transition, concluding that the 
advice coming from the World Bank focus on achieving economic efficiency, whilst the social 
aspects of structural adjustments are ignored (Marsic 2004). Grdesic examines the relationship 
of transition, trade unions and political elites and he argues that there is not much space left 
                                                            
3
 The term Washington Consensus was coined by John in 1989, as to describe the standard reform 
package that the World Bank, the IMF and the U.S. Treasury Department were using in developing 
countries.   
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for the unions to act on as the course of future for Croatia has been carved out by the political 
elite (Grdesic 2006). His work is a comparative study of the transition years in Croatia and 
Slovenia. The work of Teo Matkovic and Iva Biondic, together with the work of Vedran Sosic 
of the Croatian National Bank, contributes with relevant economic research on labour market 
policies and their effects on poverty, worker protection and Croatia’s overall position among 
other economies. Mihail Arandarenko offers some perspectives on the role of international 
financial institutions for the transition countries.  
What has been evident for my research is the need for communicational tools, which could 
enlighten the thesis question from a different angle. Naturally, in order to explore some of the 
points made in the introduction to my subject, I have been consulting the Development 
Communication Sourcebook by Paolo Mefalopulos of the World Bank. Here, the reader is 
offered an insight into development communication theory, as well as perspectives on 
development theory itself. However, the most interesting characteristic of the Sourcebook is 
that it contains recommendations, which ideally ought to represent official World Bank 
communication strategy. Testing whether the World Bank sticks to these guidelines is not the 
main objective of this thesis, although it will be depicted. Rather, I am interested in the 
strategy itself, to examine its participatory roots, dialogical methods and channels. As I have 
lined up in the introduction, I am eminently curious about the dynamics of communication in a 
sphere of different ideologies.  
As mentioned earlier, Mefalopulos considers dialogic use of communication as the most 
optimal one.  Hence, I will discuss the practical executions of dialogical approaches in the field 
of development. Discussing these different approaches brings forward the importance of 
participation in contemporary development theory and development communication theory. 
As it will appear, the theory does not always come to its fullest in practice. 
An example that might shed some light on the use of dialogue comes from the writings of 
Paolo Freire. On one hand, Freire is being interpreted in the light of modern Marxist and anti-
colonialist traditions. On the other hand, Freire is made operational for use for any school of 
thought and tradition, as it is apparent from the recommendations in Mefalopulos’ 
Sourcebook. Besides indicating an eclectic use of Freire, the example serves the purpose of 
showing that the idea of participation in development projects puts pressure on all 
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development initiators4 to expand their theoretical apparatus. Much of the Communication for 
Social Change (CFSC) approach is based on Freire’s ideas of identity, culture and participation 
in a dialogic process5. 
  
The CFSC approach within the development communication paradigm seeks to promote social 
change through participation, community dialogue and collective action. One of the more 
popular definitions is that CFSC is a process of private and public dialogue through which 
people define who they are, what they want and how to get it (Gray-Felder et al 1999:8). 
Hence, it focuses on communication as a dialogue and as such an ongoing process where 
people themselves define and redefine their problems and how to change them. It is a 
bottom-up approach to development where ownership, access and control over the 
communication is given directly to the most impoverished and marginalized people of the 
society. Thus, control is given from the traditionally powerful to the powerless who can gain 
capacities to change existing structures of inequality (ibid: 14).  
 
The fact that the World Bank finds inspiration in dialogical approaches such as the CFSC 
approach is good news to many people in the development field, although the economic neo-
liberal ideology that the World Bank usually goes by, opposes the more critical traditions that 
are represented in the CFSC. As earlier quoted, Mefalopulos acknowledges past tendencies of 
the World Bank to send communication to the back seat (1.2 Mapping THE problem). The 
question is whether Mefalopulos and the DevComm (development communication unit of the 
World Bank) will be able to advance to the front seat – and perhaps to the driver’s seat.  
 
Although it is not this thesis’ main question to resolve the different ideologies represented in 
the DevComm and the Operational Unit of the World Bank, it is an issue of great relevance 
when communication and development are the subjects of examination. Hereby, I wish to 
point out that possible internal communication problems between the above mentioned units 
of the World Bank may have a negative impact on the Bank’s external communication strategy 
in addition to general difficulties of putting theory into practice. 
                                                            
4
 Development initiators are represented by established institutions such as the World Bank and the 
IMF, and also by NGO’s, bilateral donors, consulting agencies etc. 
5
 http://www.communicationforsocialchange.org/mazi-articles.php?id=304 
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As I already have demonstrated, the rich amount of resourceful literature allows me some 
extensive discussions on different levels. What is most interesting for this thesis is the 
relationship between the predominant neo-liberal ideology of the World Bank and the remains 
of the Yugoslavian self-management socialism, which still are vivid in the trade union 
movement (here, I refer mainly to the tradition of collective bargaining and the societal 
ownership of businesses, as the unions still mainly represent the “old” generation of 
traditional full-time workers. Generally, there is not much socialism represented in Croatia’s 
parliamentary democracy). These ideological differences affect the communication process 
causing obstacles on the practical communicational level. Can the two approaches to 
consensus seeking be combined – the collective bargaining model and the neo-liberalistic top-
down model? Hence, the discussions will be moving from a macro-level (studying societies and 
large collectivities, as well as ideology and economy on a large-scale level) to a meso-level 
(organization of social, political and economic structures) and touching upon the micro-level 
(examining social roles of the unions, for instance). Ideologies, country-specific analysis and 
concrete examples of Croatia’s tradition will shed light on the research question.  
The eggs below indicate which theorists are used in each of the analyzing chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
The theories are, however, also used across chapters and topics, so the purpose of the eggs is 
to emphasize which theories and topics dominate the respective chapters. 
 
Chapter 5:                       
Freire, Mefalopulos, 
Chaman-Ruiz & 
Mitchell 
Topics:                                     
challenges of 
development 
communication in the 
Croatian scenario,  
participation, 
dialogue, DevComm.  
Chapter 4:                       
Grdesic, Vojnic, 
Marsic, Matkovic, 
Arandarenko. 
Topics:                                     
Croatian trade unions, 
World Bank policies 
and their effects on 
Croatian society and 
the unions. 
Chapter 3:                       
Stiglitz, Klein, Konings, 
Bieler, Drake, 
Arandarenko. 
Topics:                                     
the Washington 
Consensuses, neo-
liberal policies and 
their effects on 
international labour 
movements. 
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2.4 Empirical data  
Much of the Croatian literature stems from publication sites such as SAGE Publications and 
Wiley InterScience. Some of the Croatian literature is also found in acknowledged journals on 
economy, politics and social matters (such as Politicka Misao, Political Thought; Financijska 
Teorija i Praksa, Financial Theory and Practice; and Ekonomski Pregled, Economic Review). 
Other international articles refer to journals in English, such as (British and European) Journal 
of Industrial Relations and Capital & Class.   
I have consulted the websites of the two largest and most actives unions in Croatia (NHS and 
SSSH) on several occasions, in order to search their archives and cross-check their empirical 
data with the data from the World Bank, the CROSTAT (Croatian Statistical Institute) and the 
ILO (International Labour Organization). I have not found any major inconsistencies between 
the data used.  
The union websites were sometimes linked to old newspaper articles (or vice versa) and these 
have been used as needed, although always double-checked with at least two sources. I also 
arranged for an interview with Kresimir Sever, the president of NHS (Nezavisni Hrvatski 
Sindikati, Independent Trade Unions of Croatia), however, due to the financial crisis he and his 
staff needed to strengthen NHS’s position and direct their efforts towards depriving policies of 
the government. President Sever did, however, offer to meet with me in Croatia; 
unfortunately, he was not available to do so in time for me to process the interview data.  
 
I have also consulted numerous World Bank papers, reports, policies etc. as I have collected 
data from ILO, ITUC (International Trade Union Confederation), NHS, SSSH (Savez Samostalnih 
Sindikata Hrvatske, the Union of Autonomous Trade Unions of Croatia) as well. Some figures 
have been copied from their original sources (source is noted at the bottom of each figure) and 
some sources have produced raw data for my own calculations and figures.  
 
One of the most time consuming activities regarding the empirical data has been the 
translation. Translation of Croatian texts is my own, which is a possible subject to errors as I 
am not an authorized translator.  
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2.5 Target audience 
My primary target audiences are professionals and specialists working in the field of 
development and/or development communication, as I consider this thesis to deal with some 
aspects of development studies, which have not been examined before. I also wish to offer a 
contemporary status of Croatia’s transition, which in some ways is similar to the transition 
process of other CEE/SEE countries. The specific choices made regarding my thesis might 
attract certain groups of professionals – either those who have missed contributions 
from/about the CEE and SEE countries, those who might find the trade union focus interesting 
or those in the field of development communication that would consider my focus on 
ideological differences of communication parties as attention-grabbing.  
One of the requirements on behalf of the Communication Studies is that I must create a 
production (a newspaper article, a periodical article or a journal publication) regarding the 
subject of my thesis. I have therefore decided to write an article to “Fagbladet 3F” published 
by 3F, which is the biggest publication of its kind (approx. an edition of 400,000 copies). This 
would reflect the trade union focus in the thesis. The final considerations about the target 
group, effects, media channel etc. will be discussed more thoroughly in the separate paper.  
2.6 Project Design 
Chapter 3, which follows, will take up some discussions regarding the neo-liberal policies in 
different parts of the world, as well as discussions regarding the EU accession requirements. 
The chapter has an international outlook at the relationships between these policies and their 
effects on the trade unions in other countries. Work question 1 and its sub-questions are 
examined in this chapter, as to present some parallels to the subjects in the chapters below, 
and to launch some theoretical discussions. 
Chapter 4 examines the past, the present and the future of Croatian trade union movement. 
The unions’ role is seen through its interaction with the government apparatus and its 
interaction with the Bank since the beginning of the 2000’s. In order to examine the 
relationship, the effects of World Bank’s neo-liberal policies and reforms of the labour market 
proposed will be studied in this chapter.  Most of the empirical data is analyzed in this chapter, 
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as it the policies of the World Bank in Croatia and other statistical data are being studied. 
Hence, it is work questions 2 and 3 (including sub-questions) that will be examined.  
Chapter 5 analyzes the concept of dialogical approaches in development communication. The 
study will offer answers to work question 4 and its sub-questions. Discussions of the specific 
communicational relationship between the unions and the World Bank will motivate 
recommendations to the latter. The specific role of World Bank’s development communication 
unit (DevComm) will also be examined. 
Conclusion is the 6th chapter of the thesis, including a recap of the accumulated research 
findings and offering answer to the overall research question.  
Perspectives and recommendations are presented in chapter 7 with some reflections on the 
research process and new relevant information.  
2.7 Genre 
As described earlier, my primary target group includes professionals in the fields covered. 
However, although some of the jargon used may be solely understood by professionals, I have 
mainly employed popular journalistic expressions in order to embrace a larger audience, for 
instance, the readers of “Fagbladet 3F”. I therefore consider the separate article for “Fagbladet 
3F” (see Appendix A) to be a potential appetizer to a potentially larger and broader target 
group. The language used often functions as a caricature of some extremities in the research 
field. Furthermore, I believe that operating with different styles demonstrates that scientific 
language is mastered but that it also can be interpreted for popular use within a larger 
audience. Another perk of the journalistic genre is that it is easily digestible for those who are 
less acquainted with or less interested in the subject. My purpose is therefore also that the 
reader understands what I am trying to express, rather than to be blown away by an 
impressive use of the thesaurus (and potentially bored by the subject).  
I have also chosen to write this thesis in English, which makes it available to a larger audience. 
However, the main reason is that English is the most commonly used language in international 
settings and both literature and job opportunities in the fields of International Development 
Studies and Communication Studies require good knowledge of foreign languages. The article 
for “Fagbladet 3F” and the argumentation paper are, however, in Danish.
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 3 Neo-liberal policies – where do they come from? 
ince their creation, the Bretton Woods institutions have been supporting, urging and 
requiring reforms that would enable the market forces to thrive. After being harshly 
criticized by the international community for devastating results of the World Banks 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) in the 80’s, the Bank added a new line of social reforms 
to their programs in the 90’s. SAPs were criticized for their hardcore economic liberalization 
policies, which have had negative impact on developing African countries. The healthcare 
system in particular suffered from the “rolling back the state” doctrine and the export-oriented 
markets did not obtain positive development (Abrahamsen 2000: 38).  From an African point 
of view the World Bank blamed the failure of SAPs on Africans themselves, while several 
African academics claim to have tried to engage in a dialogue with the Bank prior to the 
implementation of the programs, as they believed that the SAPs would have crucial 
consequences for their countries (Onimode et al 2004: xv). All the same, the Banks conclusion 
was that SAPs showed disappointing results because of bad governance. Hence, there was a 
discourse change in the World Bank in the 1990’s, which marked a shift towards greater focus 
on poverty and the political system as a whole, enhancing the importance of good governance 
(Cypher & Dietz 2004:516-522).   
3.1 The Washington Consensus or the post-Washington 
Consensus, that is the question 
SAPs were replaced with Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs), which improved the 
position of social and human matters in development programs. There exists, however, still a 
vivid criticism towards the PRSPs, which many see as “SAPs in disguise”, since the Bank 
continues to operate in poor countries where the reforms and the conditionalities have most 
direct impact on people’s lives. A simultaneous discussion of Washington Consensus (WC) vs. 
post-Washington Consensus (PWC) has taken place since the late 1990’s. Ashamed of the 
devastating economic shocks and policies which were encouraged by the WC institutions, 
some theorists (for instance, Stiglitz) attempted to renew the image by proposing a more 
human- and social oriented approach, encased in what is known as post-Washington 
Consensus. The World Bank’s newsletter about reforming economies, Transition, was thus full 
of good ideas in its June 1998 issue; the front page brought an interview with Poland’s first 
S
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vice prime minister and finance minister Grzegorz W. Kodolko (1994-1997) who uttered that 
neo-liberalism is rightfully dying (Transition 1998: 2). In the search for a PWC, Kodolko listed 
some of the features of this new approach, which consists of institutional capacity building - 
primarily in order to enhance and strengthen the role of the government. This is perhaps the 
main feature which differs from the “old” consensus. Kodolko expressed that the 
government/the state:  
“… must remain active in shaping a country’s political-economic policy, not as an owner of 
assets or an administrator of state companies, but as an architect of institutional 
arrangements, as a guard of financial fundamentals, as an investor in the human capital, 
as a financier for infrastructure development, and as a manager of global integration” 
(ibid: 2).  
Kodolko’s comment recollects memories of Susan George, a well-known scientist and activist, 
who proclaimed that the neo-liberal rules6 want to give “all rights to corporations, all 
obligations to governments and no rights at all to citizens” (George 1999: 7). George also made 
a point that this “vast neo-liberal experiment” is an artificial construct that has been created 
by people with a purpose (ibid: 3). As such, it can be changed or refined by others, which is 
furthermore demonstrated with Stiglitz’s significant contribution in the above mentioned issue 
of Transition. Although Stiglitz was not out for a radical change in sense with what George 
might fancy, he did offer further explanation to this renewed focus on the role of the state: 
“The Washington Consensus policies were based on a rejection of the state’s activist role 
and the promotion of a minimalist, noninterventionist state. The unspoken premise is that 
governments are worse than markets. Therefore, the smaller the state the better the 
state.” (Transition 1998: 5)     
Stiglitz also explained that economic growth was a too narrow goal and that a new consensus 
cannot be based on Washington. He advocated that sustainable policies can only be achieved 
if developing and transition countries have ownership of them (ibid.). All these considerations 
by Stiglitz launched the post-Washington Consensus thesis, which introduced a renewed focus 
on the state’s role, in 1998. It has been a scope of many discussions since, as it has been 
claimed that the two consensuses are too similar and that the PWC is not a true alternative 
                                                            
6
 The neo-liberal rules refer to the contested WTO-proposal named Multilateral Agreement on 
Investment (MAI), which was banned after fierce critique in nearly all WTO countries. George herself 
was active in the protests claiming that MAI is an effort to make binding and universal neo-liberal rules 
for all. 
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just because the state is being rolled back into the game. Some Marxist theorists have pointed 
to the fact that the WC and the PWC share the same analytical and policy agenda, that the 
PWC is also based on methodological individualism7 and that both consensuses are imperialist 
attempts by orthodox economics to colonize otherwise restricted fields (Fine 2002: 9). Fine’s 
Marxist critique must, by implication, challenge the hegemonic neo-liberal discourse, but when 
the critique is stripped of its ideological obligations, it leaves an impression that the WC, at 
least nominally, is dead. In other words, the WC may seem as a trend of the 1990’s, irrelevant 
and non-existing in the present as everyone has moved on to the PWC. Hence, the expression 
“nominally dead” seeks to describe that the WC may be dead by the name, although not in 
reality. 
This is attempted clear in the policies of the international financial institutions (IFIs), which 
have taken several steps towards integration of social and human matters. This shift has 
undoubtedly made the policies more palatable to the critics outside and within the IFIs. Real 
changes are, however, still in demand. Global Unions, which is a body made up of several 
union confederations8, has been attending annual meetings with the representatives of the 
IMF and the World Bank. To judge from the Global Unions’ statement in 2007 it does not seem 
as if the economic neo-liberalism of the WC is quite dead and buried yet. The joint statement 
appeals that the World Bank and the IMF stop using dubious evidence in support of labour 
market deregulations, that they should put an end to harmful economic policies and improve 
their own accountability, transparency and responsiveness before they can expect the 
recipient countries to do the same (Global Unions 2007: 1-2). Furthermore, the IFIs are 
criticized for being undemocratic and  
“…dominated by a small group of countries and often promoting a free-market 
fundamentalism that industrialized countries would never apply to the same degree at 
home [and that they] know better than their “client” countries what is good for them.” 
(ibid.). 
                                                            
7
 Methodological individualism seeks to explain broad societal developments as aggregation of 
individual decisions (in contrast to collective decisions). 
8
 International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), the Global Union Federations (GUFs, consisting of 
different sector unions at the international level (BWI, EI, ICEM, IFJ, IMF, ITF, ITGLWF, IUF, PSI and UNI)) 
and the Trade Union Advisory Committee (TUAC) to the OECD. In 2007, ITUC alone represented 168 
million members in 153 countries. 
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The statement points to the increasing inequality as being provoked by the uncritical 
adjustments to the IFIs policy packages consisting of privatization, liberalization and 
deregulation. To the Global Unions, the growing inequality is the proof of the World Banks 
lacking commitment to poverty reduction. The recommendations to improve the IFIs approach 
include: internal reforms of the IFIs’ voting structure, regular dialogue with trade unions and 
other representative civil society organizations at the country-level, increased coherence 
between the IFIs policies and the policies of other multilaterals9 and recognition of the 
damages done by moving away from harmful economic policy conditionality (ibid: 4).  
It can then be inferred that neo-liberalism as an economic policy is still vivid; perhaps under 
the guise of the social-liberal post-Washington Consensus. This implies that the Marxist 
critique is more or less justified and that the PWC can be interpreted as a mere cover-up. A 
less conspiratory version is that the PWC does not offer a real policy change because it does 
not distance itself from the economic neo-liberalism as such; it rather points out that it is not 
sufficient as long as poorly managed institutions exist. The view that it is possible to identify a 
stable and lasting single peak set of labour market institutions as universal models for market 
economies has been coined in the term “a single peak” or “World Bank view” by Richard B. 
Freeman. Freeman argues that observers of both the left and the right have adopted such a 
view as a consequence of globalization and information age technology (Freeman 2000: 4). 
Alternatively, Freeman suggests “a multiple peak” view, which would encompass the 
challenges of globalization more appropriately.    
3.1.1 The X-factor of neo-liberalism 
So although there are bids on alternatives to the neo-liberalism, they do not seem to gain 
popularity. At the same time the emergence of “the global market” calls for necessary 
adjustment of economies worldwide, and with the World Bank at the helm these adjustment 
ought to correspond to neo-liberal ideas of doing business. Hence, the countries that do 
business with the World Bank must fulfill requirements that lead to open economies, to 
privatization of the public sector, to decreased role of the state and so forth. For many African 
countries these initiatives have had atrocious consequences as the technical approach to 
                                                            
9
 Such as the International Labour Organization (ILO) whose Decent Work Agenda and efforts towards 
achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are being frequently undermined by the policy 
recommendations of the IMF and the World Bank. 
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development has neglected human development. For countries in transition from socialism, 
for instance Croatia, the contracts with the World Bank bear similar consequences although 
transition economies generally are better off to begin with than most African economies.    
But why has economic neo-liberalism become so mainstream, compared with other models, 
for example, the EU welfare state model? There might be some obvious reasons as far it goes 
for the Washington Consensus institutions, which are dominated by the United States. The 
Americans have in a sense “invented” the development and “discovered” the then 
undeveloped countries (referring to President Truman famous speech in 1948). The discovery 
gave Americans carte blanche to experiment with different policies in the Third World, which 
they have been quite active in doing. The American Way is also demonstrated in the very 
constitution of the World Bank, which in spite of representing some 185 member-countries 
only allows the United States to have an effective veto right10.  
Apart from the financial superiority the Bank has a simple top-down message: flexibility is 
good, rigidity is bad. The easy-to-remember rhyme has a clear message and it is easily 
translated into practical policies (Arandarenko 2004: 49). Arandarenko offers an explanation as 
to why the ILO and the EU are less successful in seriously affecting the dominant discourse: 
their agendas are inherently inconsistent and reflect their attempts to mechanically reconcile 
interests of their various stakeholders (ibid.). It is also argued that the closer a country is to the 
EU, the stricter are the requirements to align with the various acquis communautaire 
requirements related to Social Policy and Employment (ibid: 42). The acquis is often formally 
agreed to by the governments, but they do not necessarily express actual developments in the 
fields of equal pay, anti-discrimination, labour law etc.. For instance, the Croatian government 
stated that equal pay is regulated in the Labour Act as the acquis requires, but the research 
has shown that women are paid 10-15 percent less than their male colleagues (with the same 
level of education, seniority and job classification)11. Other acquis, which require free 
movement of goods, services, labour and capital, are often impossible to meet within a 
                                                            
10
 The voting rights, which are distributed according to the financial donations of member countries, are 
also considered as unfair towards the developing countries which cannot make any significant 
donations, i.e. buy votes.  
11
 
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/croatia/screening_reports/screening_report_19_hr_internet_en.
pdf  
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foreseeable future, which is why transition-country governments usually accept the rapid 
version offered by the World Bank. Offhand, it seems unlike the EU to require economic 
reforms that are more neo-liberal than any of the member economies, but this has been 
claimed regularly and pointed to the cooperation between the EU and the World Bank in 
preparation of transition countries. Arandarenko points out that the EU is not interested in 
“social dumping” in its neighborhood, something which raises the need to improve the labour 
standards in the future eastern member countries (ibid.).        
The Central- and South-Eastern Europe (CEE/SEE) countries have used different transition 
strategies, which logically have led to different outcomes. For example, Ukraine and Slovenia 
represent two very different approaches; Ukrainian reforms have led to hyperinflation and 
severe impoverishment in the early 1990’s, while Slovenia managed to transition AND access 
the EU12. When a country does not have a transition strategy per se, such strategy is pointed 
out by or required from external actors. Such is the case with Croatia that has been reforming 
itself in accordance with the agreements made with the World Bank. The negative 
consequences of external strategies have had high social consequences for Croatia, as the 
possibilities for bottom-up transition have been limited.  
Negotiations between the World Bank and the Croatian government regarding reforms of the 
labour market initially started in 2001. In 2003 the reforms were finally voted in, although the 
Croatian syndicates still were in protest, as they believed that the reforms were decreasing the 
rights of the workers. This was partially the case, as the severance pays, for instance, were 
calculated in gross instead of net amounts. Prior to the law that was pushed ahead by the 
World Bank, workers with 20 years of experience could receive half of their monthly pay for 
each year of employment without upper limit for the amount. The law that was transformed 
according to the requirements of the World Bank in 2003 offers a third of the monthly pay for 
each year of employment with a maximum amount corresponding to 6 monthly pays (Marsic 
2004: 77). In that sense, there have been some reductions for Croatian workers. The World 
                                                            
12
 The Slovenian model differed in many aspects; most often it is emphasized that the transition was 
gradual and that the some of the reform features, such as privatization, were turned to benefit the 
workers via insider buy-outs. The trade unions were very active in this process and still are influential 
actors in national tripartite negotiation and collective bargaining, and they enjoy considerable public 
support (Grdesic 2008: 139, Grdesic 2006: 124).  
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Bank however, considers the reforms to be necessary if Croatian market is to be made more 
flexible.  
The conditionality of the Bank’s loans is a very powerful tool in promoting the neo-liberal 
agenda, which largely contributes to the X-factor. However, as Arandarenko has noticed, the 
simplicity of the Banks message as well as its operational simplicity, gives the Bank that “extra 
something” which makes it more popular (or dominant) than other models. The loans are easy 
to sell to the developing and transition countries and, as the next paragraph will demonstrate, 
they are popular amongst market-oriented economies in industrialized countries as well. The 
neo-liberal policies have generally created hostile environments for the trade unions, the 
process of collective bargaining and the traditional full-time worker. The next paragraph offers 
some examples of this claim.   
3.2 Neo-liberal policies and their effects on labour 
movements  
According to Klein, the trade unions have always been main enemies to neo-liberal 
institutions. Trade unions are obstacles to uncritical neo-liberal policies, which worsen the 
conditions of workers and endanger their rights. Klein reminds us of Latin America in the 
1970’s when the infamous “Chicago Boys”13 were administering the economies for the juntas 
across the continent. Juntas initiated massive violence towards and eradication of trade 
unionists whom they feared would create resistance to their economic programs “which were 
based on tightening salaries and denationalizing the economy” (Klein 2007:106). In Chile and 
Argentina, the factories were occupied by the military on the day of the coup, prompting Klein 
to say that they the raids were planned in advance, just as the coup itself (ibid.). Bolivians have 
experienced on several occasions that union leaders have been kidnapped off the streets and 
deported out of the country during shock therapies and economic changes (ibid: 153). 
Other researchers point to the specific policies of the hegemonic neo-liberal discourse and 
their direct impact on the labour movement. It is argued that the neo-liberalism has 
devastated the labour movement (in Latin America and Africa) by slashing the welfare nets of 
                                                            
13
 Economists that have gathered around Richard Friedman and his life long fight for free trade and 
privatization all graduated from the University of Chicago or were trained by graduates from the 
University of Chicago.  
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the workers (Drake 2007: 161). Privatization of state enterprises has led to unions’ 
homelessness and the income has been distributed to middle and upper classes. The workers 
have been pushed out in individual survival rather than collective action. Under the neo-
liberalism, Drake argues, the unions became more necessary, but they shrank in size and 
influence instead (ibid: 162). It became easier to hire and fire workers, job insecurity increased 
and monetary stabilization removed inflation as a generator of working-class activism. 
In 1982, while the world had its eyes on the Britain’s Falklands War, the “Iron Lady” Margaret 
Thatcher declared: “We had to fight the enemy without in the Falklands and now we have to 
fight the enemy within, which is much more difficult but just as dangerous to liberty.”14 The 
comment was directed at the mine-workers who were on strike. Thatcher initiated a full-time 
counter-surveillance towards the miners’ union as well as she engaged thousands of 
policemen to storm a plant picket line, and several agents infiltrated the union. Thatcher 
succeeded in breaking down the largest worker union in Britain sending a message to the 
smaller unions of what they can expect if they choose to oppose her new economic order. The 
strike fever was reframed to be a “British disease”15 and Thatcher became a doctor who cured 
Britain of it.  
Since 1996, the neo-liberal policies have also been trying to break structures of collective 
bargaining and the unions in Australia (Cooper and Ellem 2008: 532). Cooper and Ellem argue 
that the laws introduced in 1996, and rounded out in 2005 by the PM John Howard, were 
intended to “bury the collectivist legacy once and for all”. The Workplace Relations Act 
undermined collective bargaining by introducing individual contracts (named AWAs, Australian 
Workplace Agreements) and it stripped the unions of their traditional role as negotiators and 
reduced their role on labour issues in general. The AWAs allowed employers to exclude the 
unions and undermine the traditional award system (ibid: 538). When the Howard government 
was re-elected in 2004, it had finally secured control of both houses (the Senate has 
traditionally refused to pass further anti-unionist laws) and a new set of laws known as Work 
Choices was passed. Work Choices were very favorable to employers, as it was made easier for 
them to back out of agreements or even close and reopen a business with the same personnel 
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 http://www.margaretthatcher.org/speeches/displaydocument.asp?docid=105563  
15
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/3067563.stm  
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on individual contracts (ibid: 543). The employers were not obliged to negotiate with the 
unions “even when 100 percent of employees had either joined the union or expressed their 
desire to enter into a union collective agreement with their employer” (ibid: 544). Although the 
union density and membership had been declining since the 1990’s, the unions concerted their 
efforts towards a massive campaign against Work Choices in 2004. Cooper and Ellem describe 
the Your Rights At Work campaign as the longest, most expensive and probably most 
sophisticated campaign run in Australia (ibid: 545). Its consistent message aimed at the 
“swinging voter” and claimed individual, not union, rights. The political opposition also made 
promises to abolish Work Choices and in 2007 the Australian Labor Party (ALP) won the 
elections. Although ALP and other parties still try to distance themselves from the unionists it 
remains to be seen to which degree the unions’ influence can be restored.  
Examples like that of Poland, where the major union Solidarity (Solidarność) was supported by 
10 million members, which was nearly half of Poland’s working-age population, witness that 
Solidarity was also a threat to the existing power. They could mobilize their members into 
strikes that would paralyze the entire country. The example of Solidarity serves to show how 
big a power a union can get, although it is not a prize example as a part of the union developed 
into a political party  – based far off the original thoughts of its founders but on the shock 
therapy itself.16  
In Africa, the neo-liberal reform packages were provided by the World Bank and the IMF since 
the 1980’s. Structural adjustment programs aimed at free markets, cuts in public expenditure, 
elimination of subsidies and other policies characteristic to the neo-liberal economics. Their 
impact on the African labour movements has also been remarkable, as their role has been 
undermined by international financial institutions and by the governments. Mass 
retrenchments of labour have led to significant losses in union membership, as have abolitions 
of legislative frameworks designed to guarantee collective bargaining and job security (Konings 
2003: 448). Furthermore, direct government oppression of union action has paralyzed many 
African unions. Piet Koning’s comparative study of organized labour and neo-liberal reforms in 
Ghana and Cameroon show that the extent of marginalization has often been connected to the 
level of union autonomy. Ghanaian unions have traditionally been supportive of neo-liberal 
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 http://countrystudies.us/poland/81.htm  
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economic policies (believing that the concomitant liberal democracy would give them freedom 
to organize) and they have been consistent in their effort to remain autonomous. The Ghana 
Trades Union Congress (GTUC) was committed in defending the workers’ interest, rather than 
being co-opted into the military regime (PNDC, Provisional National Defence Council). The 
PNDC could not tolerate GTUCs demands to withdraw the SAP (Structural Adjustment Program 
by the World Bank), to restore collective bargaining and to include unions in the economic 
decision making process (ibid: 454). PNDC’s response included public accusations towards the 
union movement of being selfish, misleading and engaged in activities that threatened the 
revolution. Radical union leaders were hounded by the security agencies and imprisonment of 
union leaders was common. Several circumstances contributed to Ghana’s return to a 
multiparty system in 1991, which strengthened GTUC’s position, as their freedom had been 
restored. Series of strikes, internal restructuring and concerted aims revived the GTUC in the 
subsequent years. 
The fate of Cameroonian unions is more uncertain. Their early legacy of close relations with 
the neo-patrimonial regime has proven difficult to shake off. The regime was clearly an 
obstacle to the economic and political neo-liberal reforms. Hence, the Cameroon Trade Union 
Congress (CTUC) was co-opted in a hegemonic alliance with the state (ibid: 450). Autonomy 
has been proposed on several occasions and finally a new Labour Code in 1992 granted the 
unions’ autonomy. CTUC changed name to the Confederation of Cameroon Trade Unions 
(CCTU) as to reaffirm the new autonomous status. However, neither the name change nor the 
status change could keep the state out of the unions’ business. The state was known to buy 
delegates’ votes as to secure that the right man came to the presidential post (ibid: 463). 
Eventually, CCTU split in two factions; one of them recognized by the ILO and other 
international counterparts, and the other, which was recognized by the government. Due to 
numeral disputes and court cases, none of the factions had time to fight for their workers. 
Instead, a trend of new autonomous union formations has taken place, which holds better 
hope for the future of labour movement in Cameroon. 
Some of the examples above witness the more aggressive attempts to undermine the role of 
the trade unions. Other examples illustrate a more subtle form of freezing out, such as those 
examined by Andreas Bieler. Bieler focuses on the unions’ role in the framework of the 
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European Union and argues that the unions have not been co-opted in the neo-liberal 
restructuring as some might assert (Bieler 2007: 111). On the contrary, the unions 
continuously resist the neo-liberal path and they form new alliances with social movements to 
regain their influence. Although the unions accepted the Maastricht Treaty they did not 
support it unconditionally as they have demanded a development of a related “social 
dimension” (ibid: 114). Therefore, the unions’ acceptance has been called for a “yes, but” 
position. Bieler argues that the EU has exported even more market-radical neo-liberalism to 
the new member states, and that the unions were not capable of matching the structural 
power of capital, nor of challenging the dominant discourse of neo-liberalism. To explain why 
the unions accepted neo-liberal restructuring at all, Bieler points to three core reasons; first, 
following the recession and the rise of the neo-liberal discourse in the 1980’s, the unions 
realized that deregulation and privatization were beneficial and unavoidable. Second, the 
unions believed that the internal market was a step towards a political and social union, which 
would comprise a re-regulation.  Third, the positive rhetoric by Jacques Delors (as president of 
the Commission at the time) infused faith in creation of a social counterpart to the economic 
integration, which would allow unions to participate in European politics (ibid.). Examples from 
Germany and Britain show that the unions are still resisting economic restructuring, 
particularly the introduction of European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and European 
Central Bank (ECB)17. The unions also point out that employment cannot only be achieved 
through structural measures but that it also requires demand management.  
However, the unions are structurally disadvantaged in EU. The Commission, which includes 
twenty-three [at the time of Bieler’s article in 2007, auth.] directorate-general (DG), has 
proved to be a difficult collaborator (a similar point was made by Arandarenko earlier in this 
chapter). Four of the twenty-three DGs are considered as “hard core of the Commission” and 
therefore as more important – and more closed to the unions (ibid: 116). The best relationship 
is established with the DG for employment and social affairs, but this has also marginalized the 
unions within the Commission’s internal decision making process. Bieler also argues that the 
multi-sector social dialogue has only concluded a few agreements, so its role should not be 
exaggerated either. Due to this lack of embodiment in the established institutions of the EU, 
some unions have coordinated national collective bargaining rounds at the European level. It is 
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 Not all unions reject the EMU. 
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the European Metalworkers’ Federation (EMF) that seeks to ensure that the national unions 
pursue a common strategy of asking for wage increases, which has proven to be free of 
unwilling employers and the disadvantaging institutional framework of the EU. Another 
innovative strategy has been demonstrated by the European Federation of Public Service 
Unions (EPSU). Besides intensive lobbying in the EU and regular discussions with employers’ 
organizations, EPSU has formed alliances with other social movements. EPSU has thus been 
represented “on the streets” during demonstrations, rallies and peace protests (ibid: 199). The 
cooperation is not completely problem-free, but it offers a broader coalition on hot issues.   
3.3 Concluding remarks 
I have initially posed an overall work question about the characteristics of the economic neo-
liberalism and the impact it has on societies where it is employed. The answers have been 
provided through the sub-questions: 
 
• What is the relationship between economic neo-liberalism and the 
Bretton Woods institutions, i.e. the World Bank? 
The partial purpose of this chapter was to examine the actual presence of 
economic neo-liberalism since some may claim that the neo-liberal era is over. 
However, the reality of the World Bank’s policies does not support this claim; in 
fact, it demonstrates that neo-liberalism has become so hegemonic that it has 
become the water we swim in. It has also been illustrated that economic neo-
liberalism represents a top-down approach to development without much room 
for bargaining. The Bank’s dubious postulate that it is clear that protective labour 
policies impede growth caused Arandarenko to proclaim that: “The message of 
the World Bank is remarkably clear, but the facts behind are not” (Arandarenko 
2004: 41). It is an incisive phrasing that can be used in several World Bank-related 
contexts. Rather, it seems that, as Stiglitz correctly noticed, the ends and the 
means have been confused.  
 
• How have the neo-liberal policies affected the position of trade 
unions in other parts of the world? 
In a neo-liberal economy there is not much support for worker protection, hence, 
the trade unions are excess luggage. This chapter has clearly demonstrated that 
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anti-union policies are not exceptions that prove the rule, but the other way 
round. It is also plausible to say that trade unions can be a threat to development 
programs, which advocate free markets, privatization and minimization of state’s 
role. This is obviously problematic as most strategies from the World Bank include 
just that. Particularly countries with strong traditions for trade unionism make a 
great challenge for implementing these policies. The challenges are not merely for 
the World Bank to overcome; they are challenges to a country’s government as 
well and they are challenges to the trade unions. The governments are usually 
caught in a position where they want change, or at least the money that the 
World Bank offers in exchange for reforms, but a government is first and foremost 
responsible for its people. If there is opposition to development projects among 
the people, the government will often work hastily towards signing up for the 
programs in order to avoid protests. The trade unions are usually those who 
“reveal” such deals for the public.  
• Which coping strategies have been used abroad by the trade unions 
in order to maintain their significance?  
As the examples above illustrate, the unions are under pressure in all those 
countries where the economic neo-liberalism has gained popularity or where it 
has been imposed. At best, some unions have regained their influence by forming 
alliances with other social movements, such as the EPSU (see 3.2) or they have in 
prospect to become more influential by doing so. 
 
The following chapter will examine the ways in which the fate of Croatian unions is (dis)similar 
to the ones described above.      
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4 Trade unions in Croatia – the legacy, the last 
decade and future challenges 
 
he role of trade unions in Yugoslavia has traditionally been of a major importance for 
the countries’ labor market policies. The central socialist government in Belgrade was 
always focused on obliging the demands of the workers as it was widely accepted that 
the workers were the ones who kept the country running. Yugoslavia was not a classical 
dictator-ruled communist country with the capital in Moscow. It was ruled by Josip Broz Tito 
who broke with Stalin and Russian communism in order to pursuit the Yugoslavian model of 
socialist self-management and workers’ control of factories through workers’ councils (Grdesic 
2008: 136).  
Hence, the workers practically owned the factories, which they worked in, which offered both 
social security and a sense of solidarity between the workers. The government could on the 
other hand count on a loyal working class. Therefore, the strikes rarely lasted for long before 
both the unions and the government had reached agreement (ibid: 137). In those days, 
ownership was either private or societal whereas in most countries it is either private or state-
owned. Societal ownership has had a tremendous impact on the Yugoslavian workers’ self-
image as it implied that their collective efforts not only supported their individual households 
but the country as a whole as well. 
Since the ex-Yugoslavian wars, which eventually divided the country into sovereign states, 
much has changed in the political spheres of these sovereign republics, which affected the role 
of trade unions in different ways. Slovenia, for example, succeeded in maintaining a sort of 
status quo where the unions and the government have been negotiating national labor policies 
ever since, through collective bargaining (ibid: 139). The success of Slovenian economy led to 
EU membership in 2004.  
4.1 The legacy of early transition years and the shock 
therapy 
Croatia, however, did not take the same path during its first transition years. Croatia has a 
relatively strong trade union scene that is historically well-organized and popular among 
T 
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citizens. The lead confederation of unions is the SSSH (Savez Samostalnih Sindikata 
Hrvatske/Union of Autonomous Trade Unions of Croatia), which was founded in 1990 and has 
about 200,000 active members and represents 60,000 retired ones18. The other two big 
confederations of unions, the NHS and the HUS (Hrvatska Udruga Sindikata/Croatian Trade 
Union Association), are followed by several smaller union groups. Approximately half a million 
Croatian workers are members of a union, which is about a third of the entire work-force in 
Croatia (CROSTAT 2008: 25). The entire population counts 4,440,000 people, as of mid-2006 
(ibid: 7). The SSSH, traditionally the most aggressive union, is perceived to be close to the 
ideology of the Center-Left. The HUS is close to center-right values, while the NHS remains in 
the middle. 
However, the numbers for union membership used to be even higher. But ever since the 
beginning of Croatia’s transition in early 1990’s, trade unions have suffered loss of members as 
well as influence. This is primarily due to the politics run by the nationalist party HDZ (Hrvatska 
Demokratska Zajednica – Croatian Democratic Union), which won the elections in Croatia 
during the nascent war in Yugoslavia in 1990 (Grdesic 2006: 123). In 1992, HDZ party leader, 
Franjo Tudjman, won the presidential elections as well. Little attention was paid to the trade 
unions, which were warning the citizens to be critical about the new course for the country. 
HDZ ruled almost in an authoritarian style, excluding the trade unions from negotiations, 
which was a break with a longstanding tradition of collective bargaining on the territory of 
former Yugoslavia. Several trade unions attempted to go on strike on various occasions but 
their members were far more concerned about the Serbian enemies than their next wage. HDZ 
enjoyed enormous popularity among Croatians and the trade unions were not able to mobilize 
their members to the streets. The general state of the country marginalized the role of trade 
unions to a minimum.  
Still, there were exceptions in the early period where the unions managed to snap a seat 
around the negotiation table with the Croatian government. Several contracts and collective 
agreements were signed with the government, but in the end they were all ignored or 
annulled by the latter. In 1991, when the war broke out in Croatia, the trade unions agreed to 
maintain status quo in social matters reassuring the government that social peace would be 
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 http://www.sssh.hr/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=13&Itemid=68  
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secured by the unions. The government on the other hand promised to involve the unions in 
the decision making relating to economic and social matters (ibid: 130). The peace lasted only 
a few months until the government began to fixate wages in order to control the high inflation 
rate. The trade unions protested and threatened with strikes on several occasions. In 1992, the 
government and the unions managed to reach and sign collective agreement on wages for the 
agricultural sector. The agreement was signed the same day as the strike had been announced 
and it was signed only few days before the national elections. HDZ was reelected and the 
unions were asking for a collective agreement on wages for the public sector as well. HDZ 
signed the agreement after the unions once again threatened to go on strike. However, the 
government did not feel obliged to the agreements and only few months later they were 
annulled (ibid.). 
The trade unions arranged for a massive strike on March 11th 1993. Although the war was 
raging in different parts of Croatia, approximately 420,000 people participated in total. Once 
again, the government played along and signed another agreement with the unions only ten 
days later. Not surprisingly, the agreement was a mirage but it also contributed to water down 
the role and the significance of the trade unions (ibid: 131). They were not being taken 
seriously by the government, which gained legitimacy to proceed with neo-liberal policies, 
including a privatization initiative, which sold many businesses to the highest bidder – often for 
a small percentage of their actual value. 
Instead of gradual stabilization, the government chose shock therapy and in the October of 
1993 a stabilization program was initiated. Its primary goal of defeating inflation was reached 
by applying a nominal exchange rate, wage, price and interest rate anchors. In the next five 
years the annual inflation rate stabilized around three percent and the GDP was growing. 
However, unemployment exploded mostly due to massive layoffs from the newly privatized 
businesses (Skare 1999). Exports dropped due to the appreciation of the Croatian currency and 
the heavy tax burden left no room for private or public investment. The state debt burden was 
increasing reaching 51 percent of GDP and national savings shrank (ibid.).   
Some Croatian economists did warn of the consequences of uncritical adoption of the neo-
liberal doctrine in the early transition years. Dragomir Vojnic, now a retired scientific advisor at 
the Economic Institute of Zagreb, recalls several conferences where he and his colleagues 
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witnessed collisions of thoughts between the IFIs (International Financial Institutions) and the 
countries in transition (Vojnic 2003: 631). The IFIs, considered dominated by the neo-liberal 
doctrine, are at the same time those who make this kind of political and economic transition 
possible. They did not seem to understand why countries in transition should not be able to 
convert to the neo-liberal model right away. Vojnic offered them an explanation on a 
conference held by the World Bank in 1990 in Laxenburg, Austria: 
“[… ] I used to mention the famous joke about why the bell is not ringing, and the answer to 
that question is: there are one hundred and twenty one reasons, and the first one is that 
there is no bell. Speaking of the restrictions regarding a neo-liberal approach to the market in 
the transition countries, I used to say that there are one hundred and twenty one reasons, 
and the first one is that there is no market.” (ibid.)
19
 
In a sense, Naomi Klein re-confirms what Vojnic described in 2003; recommendations from the 
IMF and the World Bank prefer solutions based on shock therapy, such as the 
recommendations that led to the Russian crisis in the early nineties (ibid: 633 & Klein 2007: 
223).  
4.2 The last decade 
The unions may have been pushed out of the negotiations with the Croatian government in 
the early nineties but they were certainly not going to leave the political, nor the social scene 
in Croatia. Instead, they patiently waited for a regime change and used the waiting time 
constructively. When the SDP, Socijaldemokratska Partija Hrvatske (Social Democratic Party of 
Croatia) won the elections in 2000, the unions were on the spot with a document named “An 
agreement for a fair Croatia”20. The document had been sent to all the opposition parties two 
years prior to the elections and the unions now requested collaboration on the twenty-five 
demands stated in the document. The demands covered different areas of Croatian society 
that needed attention such as development, privatization, health sector, worker protection 
etc. (Grdesic 2006: 135). The document was allegedly the backbone of a new strategy 
proposed by the new government called “Partnership for development” which was agreed 
upon in 2001. Considering the state of the country at this point there was much to do; several 
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 ”Ugovor za pravednu Hrvatsku” 
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banks declared bankruptcy and public investments were cut by 25 percent in 1999 (Skare 
1999). The poverty rate was at 25 percent and unemployment at 20 percent (ibid.).  
“Partnership for development” was a social pact designed to introduce a new way of 
conducting politics. It was a result of the newly formed Economic and Social Council 
(hereinafter referred to under its Croatian acronym GSV = Gospodarsko-socijalno Vijece), 
which was a tripartite body consisting of the national employers’ union, the government and 
the trade unions. The pact itself was open to other social actors as well - such as organizations, 
political parties and academic institutions. The specific means, aims and deadlines were 
however absent in the social pact, which caused the NHS to be the first union to break out of 
the agreement. The president of NHS, Kresimir Sever, could not see what kind of reforms they 
were agreeing upon. SSSH, however, insisted for changes to be made to the original pact by 
April 1st 2002.  In the meantime, the government demonstrated which kind of reforms they 
have had in mind; the first one being deregulation of the labour market. The government had 
signed a $202 million agreement with the World Bank promising deregulation and 
flexibilization of the labour market (Grdesic 2006: 136). Although the agreement was 
unacceptable to SSSH and other unions, they waited until the deadline of April 1st passed and 
they also followed the example of NHS. Soon the social pact was abandoned by all unions.  
The syndicates were licking their wounds after being ridiculed once again while the 
government proceeded with the negotiations with the World Bank. Besides the deregulation 
of the labour market, the World Bank also required a reform of the pension system.  
4.2.1 SAL, PAL & CPS – the World Bank programs 
This was roughly the situation by 2001 when the Croatian government and the World Bank 
began their negotiations. In 2003, when the reforms were voted in, the trade unions once 
again protested against policies, which were decreasing the rights of the workers (as described 
in the previous chapter and illustrated below in figure 1).  
 The unreformed law The proposed bill to 
the law (October 2001) 
The adopted law (May 
2003) 
Severance pay A half of monthly pay 
(gross) pr. year of 
employment; no max. 
One third of monthly 
pay (net) pr. year of 
employment; max. 
One third of monthly 
pay (gross) pr. year of 
employment; max. 
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Figure 1. Source: Marsic 2004, Author’s translation. 
 
As the figure illustrates, the policies, and the following regulation of the Labour Law, had a 
negative impact on the level of worker protection. There has been some research on this 
subject, which has measured the employment protection legislation (EPL) strictness before and 
after the reforms. The EPL index is standardized by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) as to make market data from different countries 
comparable (OECD 1999: 48). Countries with strict EPL are the ones that have the most 
protected labour markets; among these is Croatia, although there was a decrease in EPL by 23 
percent (from 3,58 to 2,76) as a result of the reformed Labour Law (Matkovic 2003: 515).  
The decrease was a result of the reforms in all three component areas of EPL – regular 
employment, temporary employment and collective dismissals. The reforms were embodied 
as structural benchmarks21 in the Structural Agreement Loan (SAL) agreement with the World 
Bank (Sosic 
2005: 61) and 
they placed 
Croatia closer 
to the average 
EPL for 
countries in 
transition.  
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 Structural benchmarks are reform criteria, which mark that a project is not completely followed in 
compliance with the expectations towards structural changes of the economy, but that they are 
“stepping stones” in a wider reform program.   
limit.   corresponding to 6 
monthly pays. 
corresponding to 6 
monthly pays. 
Dismissal notice  
period for employees 
with 20 years of 
experience (or more) 
6 months 3 months  3 months 
Definition of “massive 
layoffs”   
Min. 5 employees in 6 
months 
Min. 20 employees in 
90 days 
Min. 20 employees in 
90 days 
Duration of fixed-term 
contracts 
On an exceptional basis Unlimited duration Decided by the agency 
for temporary 
employment 
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Figure 2. Source: Sosic (2005). See also Matkovic (2003).  
 
Yet, the EPL remains strict and quite above the average for the EU and the OECD countries (see 
figure 2 above). It should be noted that although EPL decreased from 3,58 to 2,76, the trade 
unions, along with other social partners, managed to protect most of the components under 
regular employment (such as severance pay and dismissals notice). Thus, most of the decrease 
is due to regulations in the area of temporary employment (accounting for 79 percent of the 
total EPL decrease). The proposed reforms would have brought the EPL level to 2,25 exactly by 
cutting severance pays and shortening the dismissals notice for long-time workers (Matkovic 
2003: 524). The negotiations between the social partners and the government were a hot topic 
at the time and received a great deal of publicity, which contributed to the final decision 
making – in favor of the unions and other social partners (ibid.). This could also indicate that 
the unions, together with other social partners, can have clout when their efforts are united 
and focused.   
 
Now, the purpose of the EPL index is not merely to compare the strictness of the various 
labour market legislations. Rather, the World Bank use it to estimate implications for economic 
and labour market performance, arguing that strict EPL increases long-term unemployment22, 
hinders firing and hiring, slows adjustments to shocks and impedes reallocation of labour 
(World Bank 2007a: 108). Pinpointing these important areas as the most strictly protected in 
Croatia offers some explanation as to why the reforms are addressing them; strict EPL should 
be combated with promotion of packages of legislation that govern hiring and firing and 
treatment of workers on the job. Also, strict EPL indicates strong state interference, which is 
an obstacle to the free movement of capital. Since one of the main neo-liberal policy 
requirements is to limit the role of state interference, it is of paramount importance to relax 
the Croatian EPL index.  
 
The rapid pace of these uncritical adjustments to the neo-liberal economy worried several 
Croatian economists, with the case of recent events in Russia still freshly in mind (Vojnic 2003: 
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 Extensive research has not been able to prove that strict EPL contributes to generally high 
employment or unemployment (OECD 1999: 50). 
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633). They were worried that the rapid adjustment and the shock therapies would bring 
Croatia even further away from the goal of becoming a welfare society and closer to 
mafiocracy23. The unions suffered a shattering defeat, when the Deputy Prime Minister, Goran 
Granic, ridiculed the unions’ demand to annul the governments’ agreements with the IMF and 
the World Bank. He proclaimed that the government had broken promises to the unions 
before without any consequences, so it was dubious whether the government had to reach 
agreement with the unions at all (Grdesic 2006: 137). Jasna Petrovic, editor in chief of the 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions in Central and Eastern Europe (ICFTU-CEE) 
Network Bulletin in 2002, explained in an interview the characteristics of the World Banks 
policies: 
“In countries in Central and Eastern Europe, they are selling their “door-to-door” product, 
in a standardized and uniform way, just as they have been in other developing countries 
for the past 20 years. The model of development that they are promoting is anti-worker 
and anti-unionist, focused on privatization, deregulation and trade and financial 
liberalization. These are socially insensitive models that are increasing world poverty and 
lowering living standards of workers and are increasing the gaps between rich and poor, 
between and within countries.  
 
In Central and Eastern Europe, the World Bank has recently been advising several 
countries to carry out revisions to national labor codes which would restrict collective 
bargaining rights, eliminate open-end employment contracts, reduce wages, lead to mass 
redundancies in former state-owned companies and the public sector, cut down on 
severance pay and flexibilize dismissal.”
24
 
 
 
Petrovic remarked that these models of adjustment have created “a fashionable trend in the 
region to explain to journalists and the public that the labor laws are not amended in order to 
make them more beneficial for employers and international capital, but to harmonize them 
with the European Union regulations and ILO [International Labour Organization, auth.] 
standards” (ibid.). The policies, which Petrovic was describing, were a part of the SAL 
agreement between the Bank and the government. An official Croatian report on the 
agreement reported that the $202 million loan will support structural and institutional 
reforms, mainly focusing on three areas:  
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 Vojnic argues that privatization has triggered organized crime and social stratification in transition 
countries. Privatization, as a result of rapid adjustment to neo-liberalism, has polarized the social 
sphere, and produced a few wealthy and many poor people (Vojnic 2003: 637).  
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 http://www.multinationalmonitor.org/mm2002/02may/may02interviewpetrovic.html 
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a) increase economic efficacy and flexibility in order to create new jobs and support export-
oriented production,  
b) to strengthen the position of market-oriented institutions and fiscal discipline, 
c) and to improve a systematic framework incentive towards a competitive economy, which 
would create and support a better environment for small and medium businesses and 
eliminate “grey economy” (The Croatian Parliament, 2001
25
). 
 
In 2005, SAL was replaced by Programmatic Adjustment Loan (PAL) program. The content of 
the agreement was roughly the same, only this time the loans were also earmarked for health, 
education and infrastructure reforms.  
 
In the meantime, the World Bank published a report in 2002 named Unions and Collective 
Bargaining: Economic Effects in a Global Environment, which gave the hope to the unions that 
they would finally become a part of the solution for Croatia. The study showed that workers 
who belong to trade unions earn higher wages, work fewer hours, receive more training, and 
have longer job tenure on average, than their non-unionized counterparts (Aidt & Tzannatos 
2008). Robert Holzmann, the World Bank’s Director of Social Protection, admitted that the 
World Bank might have had an unfriendly approach towards the unions in the past, but he 
hoped that this report would foster a new and different relationship. He also emphasized that 
the report was not a blank check to the unions, but a significant offer to work together 
because this cooperation was crucial26.  
 
Thus, the trade unions were prepared when the World Bank called for a meeting on PAL-
program issues in 2004. The Union of State and Local Officials and Employees of the Republic 
of Croatia (Sindikat državnih i lokalnih dužnosnika i zaposlenih u Republici Hrvatskoj, SDLSN), 
which is a union member of the previously mentioned NHS, reported that there were plenty of 
topics to discuss but too little time to do so. The representatives from the unions expressed 
their concerns regarding PAL, including their fears of further reforms of the labour market27. 
The president of NHS, Kresimir Sever, asked whether there would be any new demands to 
change the Labour Law towards further flexibilization of the labour market.  Satu Kahkonen, 
the then Lead Economist and Poverty Reduction Strategy Credit (PRSC) Task-manager replied 
that there are no such demands (ibid.). The upcoming disappointments for the trade unions 
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http://www.sabor.hr/fgs.axd?id=5497 
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 http://www.croatiabiz.com/info_lnews-article.php?ID=6305 
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 http://www.sdlsn.hr/index.php/?article=1411&category=1 
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were, however, not only linked to a broken word, but to the general disappointment that the 
meeting in 2004 was not the beginning of transparent social dialogues between the unions and 
the World Bank. Many unionists felt that their concerns have been listened to, but only in 
order to make rhetorical changes to the policies in question.  
 
Only a few months after the meeting with the World Bank officials, the NHS president Sever 
called for a press conference, urging the government to include the unions in the negotiations 
with the World Bank. The unions realized that the PAL policies requested further privatization, 
decrease in social expenditure, lower wages in state-owned companies and other initiatives 
that would affect the rights and the living standards of the workers. President Sever pleaded to 
find solutions that would be acceptable to Croatian citizens, instead of solutions that were only 
acceptable to the World Bank28. Sever questioned for how long Croatia’s accession to the EU 
will be controlled and determined by the World Bank who, as he said, is on “constant 
pilgrimage in our country” (ibid.).  
 
At this point, the official tripartite council GSV still had difficulties of defining and legitimizing 
its role in society. However, with the help from USAID the GSV started making progress, and 
managed to engage leaders of all three bodies in negotiations through capacity-building on 
several levels (Lowther & Sever 2006)29. The GSV continued to experience adversity on the 
national level, as even a yearlong dialogue only performed a cosmetic change to the discussed 
amendments to the Labour Code (ibid.). Nevertheless, the GSV did become more significant on 
the social scene and leaders of the tripartite organ have called for urgent meetings on several 
occasions. So did the Prime Minister, Ivo Sanader, in a 2005 request for the unions’ 
cooperation and acceptance of an arrangement that would freeze the wages in the public 
sector for the next five years. The PM stated that, at this point, at the threshold of the EU, 
there were no alternatives to the social partnership and dialogue30. The unions were not 
unanimously positive towards this policy, which, in the end, was inconsequential talk as the 
PM already had taken measures and the wage freeze would be implemented– but he thought 
it would be easier to share the responsibilities with the unions. The critics remarked that the 
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 http://www.sdlsn.hr/index.php?category=1&article=1487 
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 USAID commenced the Tripartite Dialogue Project at the request of the newly installed, reform-
minded government, in order to improve the national GSVs’ performance. The tripartite council 
subsequently asked the USAID to help establish local GSVs as well (Lowther & Sever 2006).  
30
 Vecernji List, February 6
th
 2005. 
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PM merely wanted to appear as a statesman with a broad coalition behind him, in his future 
negotiations with the EU (ibid.).  
 
Another significant incident in the relationship between the unions, the government and the 
World Bank was the publishing of the Bank’s annual Doing Business report for 2005, which 
ranked Croatia as one of the worst reformers on the territory of Eastern Europe. Doing 
Business (DB) is a project of the World Bank, which “provides objective measures of business 
regulations and their enforcement across 181 economies and selected cities at the subnational 
and regional level”31. The methodology of DB and its ranking lists are consistently criticized, 
not only by international trade union movements, but also by the Bank’s own Independent 
Evaluation Group (IEG). Recently, the IEG published an evaluation of DB which found no 
relation between the level of employment in different countries and the DB’s notorious 
“employing workers” indicator, which gives a high ranking to countries with the lowest level of 
labour regulations. IEG also found that DB notes the costs but not benefits of regulations, and 
that seven out of ten of DB’s indicators “presume that lessening regulation is always desirable, 
whether a country starts with a little or a lot of regulation” (IEG 2008: 51). IEG’s findings 
caused the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) to require that the World Bank 
definitively remove the topic of labour standards from the mandate of DB. The Secretary 
General of ITUC, Guy Ryder, stated that the use of DB to formulate policy recommendations 
for labour market reforms in client countries or to determine access to Bank funds, should be 
formally prohibited32.    
  
Back in 2005, the Croatian PM and his Minister of Finance addressed a fuming letter to the 
World Bank office in Washington. The ministers expressed their surprise and disappointment 
towards Croatia’s disastrous ranking. The PM protested that the World Bank’s information is 
completely untrue and that he as the Prime Minister does not accept it33. Two years later, 
Croatia was proclaimed as a top reformer in Europe and as the second best reformer in the 
world. The (same) Minister of Finance received an award, proclaiming that he was very 
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honored by the World Bank’s recognition of the reforms so far, and he thanked them for the 
motivational factor that the award will have on future reforms34.  
 
Thus, the DB incident was not about the methodology of the DB project as such, but merely 
about the lacking recognition of the implemented policies. For the unions, on the other hand, 
it was all about the methodology. Sever once again appeared in the press, explaining that 
Croatia should not be disturbed by bad rankings in the DB report, as it merely shows that 
countries that are most successful in violating the rights of the workers are better ranked than 
most of the West-European countries35. Even Columbia, with its annual liquidation of 
unionists, and Saudi-Arabia, where women are not allowed to work freely and where trade 
unions are prohibited, received better rankings.  
 
With the freshly acquired award, the government enthusiastically proclaimed that “the 
reforms are the basis of everything” and there was no room for doubt when the State 
Secretary of Ministry of Finance, Zdravko Maric, declared that Croatia will become the 28th 
member of the EU by the end of 2010 (see footnote 26, Ministry of Finance website). The year 
after the celebration of the DB ranking, marked an end to the Bank’s Country Assistance 
Strategy (CAS) for Croatia, whose main objective was to support the government’s growth and 
reform strategy for successful EU accession (IBRD 2004: ii). Reflecting the lessons learned from 
the implementation of the previous CAS, the strategy called for a shift to private sector-driven 
growth through rationalization of the public sector, establishment of a supportive investment 
climate, and macroeconomic sustainability (ibid.). CAS has recently been replaced by a new 
strategy named Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) the main goal of which is to: 
“Support the completion of Croatia’s EU accession process, the rapid convergence of its income 
level with that of current EU member states in a fiscally, socially and environmentally sustainable 
fashion, and a decent quality of life for Croatia’s citizens. This overarching goal is fully in line with 
the government’s priorities expressed in various government programs. In order to support the 
achievement of this goal, the Bank Group program will aim at contributing in four areas: 
(i) sustaining macroeconomic stability; 
(ii) strengthening private sector-led growth and accelerating convergence with the EU; 
(iii) improving the quality and efficiency in the social sectors; and 
(iv) increasing the sustainability of long-term development.” (IBRD 2008: i) 
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In reality, the main goals have remained the same with the intention of achieving them in the 
same manner as before. So, while it is still too early to predict the consequences of Croatia’s 
reforms, history offers a few scenarios of further conflicts, accusations and broken words. 
These are often characteristics of any dynamic society – therefore, the prospect of stability 
resting on the recipes of international financial institutions, with the World Bank in front, can 
(and will) be interpreted optimistically or pessimistically.     
 
The optimistic part can be backed up by empirical evidence of positive development in the 
unemployment rate and wage increase since 2002. The unemployment and wage 
development figures below are calculated on the basis of the acknowledged annual household 
surveys known as Labour Force Surveys (LFS) standardized by the ILO. LFS is a uniform 
methodology, which is not affected by the peculiarities of the national statistics.    
 
Figure 3 
Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
ILO unemployment rate, % 14,7 14,2 13,8 12,7 11,1 8,7 
Source: CROSTAT, Statistical Yearbook 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004  
and 2003. Author’s calculations. 
 
The unemployment has been noticeably reduced over the course of years. One of the 
explanations can be traced to the previously discussed relaxation of the EPL index, where the 
component of temporary employment has had an impact of 79 percent on the total decrease 
of EPL. In consequence, the SSSH estimates that 85 percent of annual job contracts are 
temporary employment contracts36. Furthermore, 90 percent of all temporary contracts are 
signed by women, who traditionally have been the largest group among the unemployed and 
the under-paid. This trend has caused the unions to protest, claiming that the workers run 
faster in unsecure jobs that are poorly paid and cannot cover the daily expenses. According to 
the statistical information, there has been a decrease in both nominal and real wages since 
1998 (CROSTAT 2008: 5). The figure 4 below illustrates the development in monthly net wages 
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and in basic monthly expenses. All amounts are in Croatian currency Kuna (HRK), which 
currently rates 1:1 with the Danish Kroner (DKK).  
 
Figure 4 also illustrates the costs of living. The costs of living are generally coined in the term 
and the concept of a shopping basket. The Shopping Basket has been introduced by NHS and 
SSSH, whose analysts produce monthly estimates of the basic costs of living. The concept is 
widely used in the public and the media, and includes expenses for a family of four (two 
employed adults and two school-aged children). The expenses calculated in the Shopping 
Basket include: 
• Food (app. 40 percent of the Shopping Basket) and personal care items 
• Rent for a 60m2 apartment, incl. water, heat, power, cleaning, utility and maintenance 
fees. In Croatia, it is common to reside as a lodger, which would increase the monthly 
costs by approximately 1,800 HRK. 
• Purchasing of basic household appliances (refrigerator/freezer, washing machine, 
kitchen appliances, furnisher for a living room and a sleeping room). These expenses 
are however calculated and distributed over a 10 year period, as these items are not 
purchased very often.    
• Public transportation. If a family purchases a car it would raise their monthly expenses 
by approximately 8-900 HRK. 
• Cultural activities, which include one visit to a cinema, prescription to one monthly 
magazine/periodical, prescription to one daily newspaper. 
 
The expenses which are not included in the Shopping Basket, and which are not paid for 
through taxes, insurance or otherwise, but can pose great expenses are: 
• School appliances (books, materials etc.) 
• Health appliances such as medicine 
• Vacation 
• Sport activities  
 
It should also be noted that there are large regional differences in the amount of wages and 
expenses. The same Shopping Basket can therefore vary by 1,000 HRK in different cities.  
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Finally, after calculating the average monthly expenses for each year (the Shopping Basket) I 
have calculated how many percent of these expenses could be covered by an average wage.  
 
Figure 4 
Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Monthly 
wage, net 
HRK 
3.720 3.940 4.173 4.376 4.603 4.841 5.176 
The 
Shopping 
Basket 
N/A N/A 6.481 6.184 6.340 6.293 6.505 
Expenses 
covered 
by wage, 
% 
N/A N/A 64,4 70,8 72,6 77 79,5 
Source: NHS Shopping Baskets for the years 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008. CROSTAT, 
Statistical Yearbook 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008. Author’s calculations. 
 
At first sight, the figure illustrates that there have been further positive developments in 
Croatia, as the net wages have been raised by 28 percent since 2002, and the expenses have 
remained somewhat stable in the same period.  Croatian workers seem to get more for their 
money, although they could only pay for 79,5 percent of the Shopping Basket last year. 
However, when these amounts are seen in the light of a steady decrease in real wages and a 
steady increase in consumer price indices (CPI), the reality proves to be even shoddier. CPI 
witnesses of average annual increase by 3 percent since 2002 (CROSTAT 2008: 187, Author’s 
calculations). At the same time, the inflation has been high. In March 2009, the SSSH appealed 
to the government to take the EU’s advice and mark 2 percent of the GDP to help the most 
vulnerable groups, as they have hit “rock bottom”37. The president of the SSSH, Ana Knezevic, 
reviewed that the 2008 inflation rate was at 6,1 percent while the real wages had decreased. 
Knezevic also commented on the seemingly increasing net wages that now could pay for about 
80 percent of the Shopping Basket, by drawing the attention to the fact that two-thirds of 
Croatian workers earn less than the average, while approximately 300,000 workers are paid 
about 3,000 HRK monthly (ibid.). That means that only 17 percent of the 1,8 million workers fit 
into the statistics and earn at minimum the average wage, although it is more probable that 
the 17 percent are quite above the average. 
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With the minimum wage set at 2,197 HRK, it would take three employed adults pr. household 
to cover the expenses in the Shopping Basket in 2008. Knezevic raged that the members of the 
Parliament only needed to work 13 days in order to purchase the same Shopping Basket and 
that the infamous Croatian Telecom CEO Ivica Mudrinic only needed to work 1,2 days to obtain 
it (ibid.). What Knezevic expresses is what Petrovic protested about 7 years prior (Petrovic is 
quoted earlier in this chapter) that the World Bank initiated reforms of the labour market 
make the gap between rich and poor even bigger (as it is also argued by Klein).    
 
The research confirms what Knezevic, Petrovic and Klein claim: that the richest 10 percent of 
the households had on average thirteen times the income of the lowest 10 percent during the 
period of 2001-2004. Hence, those who benefited the most from changes in relative income 
were the rich and healthy, while the poorest ones benefited the least (Poprzenovic 2007) .  
       
4.3 Something old, something new, something borrowed 
and something blue 
So, what can be deducted of these, at times, dramatic incidents in the history of Croatian trade 
union movement? First of all, it is plausible to say that the unions are under pressure in a time 
when not only Croatia, but most of the world, is experiencing globalization of economy, 
technology and even communication. Once again, the focus has turned to the market and its 
mechanisms, even though the official discourse in the development field flaunts with policies 
that empower the people, not the market. The reality of policies, such as the ones in Croatia, 
can witness of this tendency, as the World Bank prescriptions echo the chastened mantra from 
the modernization theory: have it our way or no way. The innovative addition to the mantra is 
perhaps the rapid course of the reforms. The tradition of collective bargaining as the unions’ 
and other social actors’ preferable pace and means of change is therefore a reminiscence of 
the past. Except that it is not so distant to the persisting unions. The unions realize that what is 
at stake here is not merely their own significance, but a conversion towards a society that is 
entirely different from what they know.  
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Now, new is not necessarily bad and as I initially mentioned, and Croatia’s accession to the EU 
is probably the best that can happen to the country right now. Not only in the sense of 
economy and economic stability, but also in means of social integration with countries that 
have not been engaged in any recent wars with Croatia. In many ways, Croatia is being held 
back by its former enemies and allies amongst the rest of the ex-Yugoslavian countries. For 
example, the tensions with the neighboring Serbia never quite got buried in the past, as the 
atrocities from the war-period still are vivid memories to many Croatians. This affects all 
aspects of the Croatian society, as the internal politics are constantly at the risk of being stirred 
up by the nationalist parties, which keep the war time memories alive amongst the population.  
The relations with the other neighboring country, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), are also 
strained to say the least. The relationship between Croatia and BiH is deeply affected by the 
Croatian nationalistic politics (led by HDZ) in the early 1990’s, where the Croatian president 
Tudjman and the president of Serbia at the time, Slobodan Milosevic, divided BiH on the basis 
of ethnicity. Current relations between these former Yugoslav countries are thus still marked 
by the past, but they are also characterized by their respective approaches towards Western 
integration. BiH has a long way to go yet, due to the country’s poor economical performance, 
whilst Serbia with its current pro-Western president, Boris Tadic, has made several approaches 
towards the EU integration. Croatia, being the country with best outlooks for forthcoming 
accession to the EU, is thus forced to dissociate itself from its own role in the dismantling of 
the BiH and its relationship with Serbia, which has been market by the war crimes.       
There are also other important incentives for quick accession to the EU. Besides Croatia’s wish 
to de-Yugoslav itself, it is also important to emphasize that EU represents a familiar or at least 
a desirable model of society to Croatia. The Croatian unions also support the EU accession as 
they are witnessing EU’s transparent partnership with the unions, where collective bargaining 
and the right to strike is supported by all political parties represented in the EU38.  
However, new is not quite new, when the process of integration into the EU is entirely 
formulated and controlled by the World Bank, which has a reputation of recycling one-size-fits-
all solutions. Or, as the unions might put it: neo-liberal-size-fits-all. This induces, that a society 
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cannot be transitioned into a capitalist free market economy without being simultaneously 
transitioned into a different ideology. And that is what leaves the unions blue. Although the 
somewhat social-democratic economy model of the EU seems different from the neo-liberal 
one proposed by the World Bank, it does not imply that the EU does not support the neo-
liberal policies. A similar point is made by Bieler in the previous chapter, arguing that the EU 
has exported even more market-radical neo-liberalism to the new member states (Bieler 2007: 
112) and by Arandarenko who claims that the different acquis of the can be hard to meet 
(Arandarenko 2004: 42). The alignment with the acquis is in Croatia met with a rapid 
simultaneous convergence to the neo-liberal model. The cooperation between the EU and the 
World Bank has, inter alia, led to creation of the Joint Office for South East Europe. The two 
institutions39 pair up in matters regarding aid and development and they also have close 
cooperation regarding Croatia. One of the recent background documents published on the 
Joint Office website is the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance: Commission decision on a 
Multi-annual Indicative Planning Document [MIPD, auth.] 2007-2009 for Croatia40. 
Commenting on the already described previous reforms of the World Bank, the Commission 
supports their further unfolding as they are required for Croatia’s EU accession (EC 2007: 10). 
Furthermore, the EC recognizes that: 
“While Croatia can be regarded as a functioning market economy and should be able to 
cope with competitive pressures and market forces within the Union in the medium term, 
weaknesses remain, mainly with regards to the strengthening of the development of the 
private sector. EU assistance in this area will aim to improve competitiveness and the 
business environment, as well as the functioning of market entry and exit procedures and 
the enforcement of property and creditor rights. Further focus of assistance will 
indicatively include the areas of structural reforms in public finance, economic 
restructuring, statistics, land reform and labour market reform.” (ibid: 15) 
 
Strengthening of the private sector, improved competitiveness and the business environment, 
relaxation of market entry and exit procedures, enforcement of property and creditor rights 
and structural reforms do not exactly sound as classical social-democratic welfare models. 
Rather, they sound like a World Bank policy paper. Thus, although the EU is much in demand it 
does not offer a welfare model right away, but rather a neo-liberal economy model as its initial 
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phase. However, the discussion of the EU’s accession demands is much broader and cannot be 
depicted here fairly, but the point here is simplified in order to recognize some of the more 
contradictory aims and goals for Croatia.  
 
 
In addition to the fear of becoming a raging capitalist economy, the trade unions fear 
marginalization. With no power to influence the market parties and no workers to protect, 
they no longer have a plausible excuse to interfere in social issues of the Croatian society. So, 
while the World Bank and the government direct operations as it is now, the trade unions are 
seeking holes to fill.  One of those holes is the people; although the unions no longer enjoy 
skyrocketing amounts of active members, they still do have many of them – and they enjoy 
popularity among Croatian citizens, which now, perhaps more than ever, are opening their 
eyes to the realities. The rapid adjustment to neo-liberal policies has thus had a positive 
impact on the drowsy population that has been tucked to sleep by the internal political 
humdrum of too much talking and too little acting. In this scenario, the unions play two roles: 
they still play the part of the political opposition in relations with the ruling government (and 
this matters regardless the political party at the power, although the HDZ remains the enemy 
no.1), and they profile themselves as the representatives of the people.  As such, the unions 
pose a threat to uncritical adjustments, which makes them inevitable in negotiations regarding 
social issues. Also, with 83 percent of the workers being under-paid and 11 percent of the 
population living below the poverty line (World Bank 2007b: 7), there seems to be a large 
potential host of sympathizers to the unions’ struggle41. 
 
Hence, the trade unions may have been pushed out of the negotiations, but they have been 
pushed right into the arms of Croatian citizens, who have been impoverished and depraved by 
a government, which has been too eager to oblige to the rules of the neo-liberalism. 
Therefore, a dialogue between the unions (as the representatives of the people and not 
merely of the workers) and the World Bank might therefore be not only necessary, but also 
obligatory as the unions would pose as serious stakeholders and opinion formers. How such a 
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dialogue could be commenced will be examined in the following chapter, after a short recap of 
the findings so far. 
4.4 Concluding remarks 
Several of the posed working questions have been fully or partially answered in this chapter, 
and they have shed further light on the research question. The working questions and the 
equivalent answers that have been examined in this chapter are:   
a) Which kind of reforms does the World Bank require? 
I have been focusing on the reforms of the labour market, which have been the 
main targets for analysis. The prescription for these reforms has been 
constituted of the usual ingredients of the neo-liberal package: 
deregulation/liberalization of the market, including privatization, freeing of 
trade from the state control, putting an end to price control and to state 
expenditure for social services. The reforms have also had impact on the 
strictness of the EPL with the component of temporary employment as the 
major factor in the EPL decrease.   
 
b) Which motivational factors are in evidence in the process of      
adjustment to these policies? 
Croatia is very focused in the attempts to access the EU. The World Bank offers 
the accession predictions as a carrot to the government that sometimes obliges 
to the policies too uncritically.  
 
c) How do the policies affect the Croatian labour market and the 
workers? 
The increase in privatization of state companies has caused massive layoffs and 
it has led to wage losses or freezing of wages for several years in a row. The 
traditional full-time employment has been on retreat, as fixed and short-term 
contracts are gaining popularity among the employers (particularly in the newly 
privatized businesses). The positive impact of the reforms has been that younger 
workers have gained easier access to jobs, which are no longer filled by the 
same workers until the retirement. However, the required reform of the pension 
system has postponed the retirement age, which, in effect, keeps the businesses 
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filled for a longer time. The high prevalence of temporary contracts has had a 
positive impact on the unemployment rate, but a decrease in real wages and 
increase in CPI has led to even deeper poverty and at-risk-poverty rates.  
 
d) How do the trade unions respond to the World Bank and how 
does the World Bank react on the unions’ involvement?  
The relationship between the two parties has been strained, to say the least. 
The Bank did not fully recognize the unions as one of the primary stakeholders. 
The unions did not approve of the Banks’ technocratic invading approach. On 
occasions where the two parties have met, the Bank staff assured the skeptic 
unions leaders that they did not have worker-unfriendly intentions. The union 
representatives are often appearing in press with accusations that the Bank is 
doing just that, and they are also lashing out at the government, which they 
consider to be the Banks’ lapdog. However, it appears that neither the 
government nor the Bank has felt threatened by these accusations.  
 
e) Which kind of communication has been characterizing the 
relationship between the World Bank and the trade unions? 
There has not been much direct communication between the unions and the 
Bank, although they have held a number of meetings. It appears that the 
meetings have been off remarkably peaceful (although tense) character, 
considering the aggressive union statements to the press. As the unions are not 
perceived as serious stakeholders by the Bank, the unions often use press 
channels to create awareness of Banks’ policies. The issue of communication will 
be more thoroughly examined in the next chapter. 
 
f) How large an impact do the ideologies have on the relationship? 
The impact of the different ideologies is difficult to assess, although it is 
plausible to say that they do play a significant role in this case, as they are 
supporting different traditions of society building. Furthermore, as pointed out 
by Vojnic, Croatia’s goal was to become a welfare society, which represents a 
model of society, and by implication of the labour market, that Croatia can 
achieve through the EU membership. What is repeatedly stressed by the union 
representatives is that there is a need for collective responsibility regardless the 
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ideology. In their opinion, the economic neo-liberalism overrides the needs of 
the people with the single exception of profit-seeking individuals. The question 
of ideologies will also be touched upon in the next chapter.   
  
 
Having examined most of the working questions in this chapter it is possible to offer a partial 
answer to the first part of the research question, the question of how the policies of the World 
Bank applied in Croatia affect the position of the Croatian trade unions. The research shows 
that Croatian unions are challenged by the power that the Bank’s policies have on legislation 
on labour market issues. One of the biggest fears is that the loss of unions’ influence is not 
temporary, but a permanent fate. However, the unions appear to be attempted marginalized, 
but as their significance is backed up by the (still) relatively large group of members, the 
unions remain active in public and social matters. The unions still enjoy media popularity, as 
they (and mainly Kresimir Sever) make sarcastic use of the language to make themselves heard 
or published. Beneath the sarcasm lies a direct fierce critique of the government, the IFIs and 
the economic policies. The unions’ position is furthermore expected to stabilize after accession 
to the EU. Yet, there is no doubt that the strained relationship with the World Bank and the 
government causes the popularity of the unions to suffer, mainly in terms of collective 
bargaining and influence on labour market issues, i.e. the structural framework.   
Furthermore, the government has taken full credit for the EU negotiations and publicly 
thanked the World Bank for making the accession to the EU more realistic. Since the official 
aim of the Bank’s reforms is to support Croatia in its accession to the EU, it makes sense to be 
grateful. Such a statement from a Croatian government official keeps both the Bank and the 
EU happy – the Bank once again appears indispensable and it makes the EU seem as a 
prestigious union, which Croatia is working hard to become a worthy member of. The Bank’s 
award is recognition from abroad, which in itself legitimates the Croatian government’s further 
obedience to the Bank and, by implication, the EU requirements.  
This mutual shoulder-patting has made the unions appear as anti-EU, since they have not been 
supportive of the labour market reforms. However, the unions do support EU membership, but 
they oppose rapid adjustments for the sake of it. Or as Sever puts it: “The EU is neither a 
Goddess nor divine, and we must not indulge it with offerings and certainly not with human 
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sacrifices”.42 When the characteristic sarcasm is peeled off Sever’s comment, its substance 
indicates that gradual transition, which would ensure the rights of the workers and decent 
living standards of the people, is more important than hasty integration into the EU.  
Gradual transition is, however, not what the government has signed up for through the 
agreements with the World Bank. Hence, the unions face challenges from both internal and 
external actors. Despite this troublesome period for the unions, the prospects of EU 
membership and the continuing need for their protection holds favorable future prospects.    
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5 Communication for development 
n the following, I offer a short presentation to some approaches in the field of 
development communication and evaluate on these different positions. I wish to 
emphasize some main trends focusing on the meaning and the practical use of the 
strategies presented. Hence, the chapter provides the analytical framework for further analysis 
and forthcoming recommendations.  
The field of development communication has been through changes that are quite similar to 
the changes in the field of development theory and practice. Development communication is 
characterized by conceptual flexibility and there are several approaches that can be used to 
address the problem: information dissemination, behavior change, Communication for Social 
Change (CFSC) or participatory development communication. 
5.1 Different types of development thinking 
Looking back at over sixty years of development theory and practice we can see that there 
have been many bidders on issues of what undeveloped and developing countries need to 
strive for in order to foster development. The modernization theory bet its money on 
industrialization in the 1950’s, whereas liberal thinking from the 1970’s and onwards strived 
for the liberation of market forces. In 1990’s another missing link was put forward, 
empowerment, whereas the communication agenda ascended. 
The modernization theory, which was popular in the 1950’s and 1960’s, has had a tremendous 
impact on the development thinking, as it represented the first development discourse. One of 
its main ideas was put forward by W.W. Rostow, whose five-stage model of growth 
represented a universal model, which every country assumedly passed at one point or another 
(Szirmai 2005: 79). Rather than elaborating the five stages, I wish to emphasize the 
development idea of this period itself: that undeveloped countries should copy the process of 
the industrialized countries in order to create growth. Rostow’s economic focus on 
development inspired a whole development discourse, which conceived development as a 
unilinear process from a traditional to a modern society (ibid: 80).  Hence, the communication 
was about dissemination of information and messages aimed at modernizing the undeveloped 
countries through mass media, which were considered as extremely powerful in persuading 
I
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the audiences (Mefalopulos 2008: 6). The classical one-way model of communication, known 
as Sender-Message-Channel-Receiver (SMCR) thus represented a vertical type of 
communication. Rogers’ diffusion theory, as-it-was, was central in these early days of 
development communication, which has inspired the social marketing theory, in which the 
communication process was considered a matter of persuasion.  
The late 1960’s introduced a new paradigm of development communication emerged which 
recognized underdevelopment as a (possible) consequence of colonialism, the importance of 
cultural diversity was realized, the differences between elite vs. popular vision for social 
change as well as the considerable political and ideological constraints to change were taken 
into account. These were some of the perspectives represented in the dependency theory, 
which emphasized the exploitative nature of the relationship between the North and the 
South43 (Szirmai 2005: 90). The concept of development communication was thus re-
conceptualized and it is still an area where different methods are being experimented with. 
The 1970’s and 1980’s were therefore marked by a strong emphasis on freedom and balanced 
flow of information, liberating the undeveloped countries from the dominant United States 
and other rich countries. This gave rise to demands for a new world information and 
communication order (NWICO) (Mefalopulos 2008: 49). The movement did have a large impact 
on political and academic circles at the time, but it did not have any significant impact on the 
conception and operations of development communication (ibid.). 
One of the main realizations of this period was also the importance of interpersonal contact 
and peer-to-peer communication. Rogers then moved away from the narrow focus on mass 
media and on to the importance of interpersonal communication (Rogers 1976: 15). 
5.1.1 Participation and communication 
When empowerment became a buzzword in the 1990’s, the participatory paradigm was 
emerging, although it was not (and is not) a unified paradigm (Mefalopulos 2008: 51). The so-
called DSC approach (Development Support Communication) believed, for instance, that 
empowerment was the missing link in the development of Africa. The rationale was that Africa 
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had all the other ingredients necessary for sustainable development: supportive donor 
agencies, abundant funding and technical experts (Agunga (1990) 2006: 385). The World 
Bank’s policies also incorporated empowerment as a main objective of several development 
programs. Agunga argued that popular participation could be achieved through fruitful 
interaction between “benefactors” and “beneficiaries” where both parties understand each 
other. In that sense, the development is only attainable through communication where people 
are being made aware of “what government and donor agencies have in stock for them” (ibid: 
385). Ironically, the DSC approach has been criticized for its disempowering and colonizing 
approach where people are reduced to simple recipients of projects that already have been 
decided for them (the mere use of terms “benefactor” and “beneficiaries” arguably implied a 
subordinate relationship of the developing countries, and the use of “awareness raising” was 
criticized as it did not imply actual participation by the people). Nevertheless, the 
empowerment44 came to stay and it is now closely connected to participative approaches in 
development. 
Other proponents of participatory approaches have presented a variety of theoretical 
approaches; the multiplicity paradigm, another development, the autonomous development 
ect. (Mefalopulos 2008: 51). Their common focus is “on people, the endogenous vision of 
development, and the attention to power and rights issues.” (ibid.). The participatory view is 
currently widely acknowledged among both bilateral and multilateral donors: 
“Stakeholder participation in World Bank-funded projects and programs can be key for 
ensuring their long-term sustainability. Promoting participation helps build ownerhsip and 
enhances transparency and accountability, and in doing so enhances effectiveness of 
development projects and policies.” (World Bank
45
) 
                                                            
44
 At the same time, empowerment is a contested concept, as it is argued that Western countries once 
again have gained a monopoly on development since they can “reward” reform-willing countries with 
empowerment. Although all participative approaches claim that people empower themselves it can be 
argued that even with best intentions, NGOs, IFIs and other donor agencies contribute to the 
empowerment process by altering the structural conditions which enable the practice of empowerment.   
45
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTPCENG/0,,conte
ntMDK:20507658~hlPK:1279660~menuPK:1278231~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:410306,00
.html  
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"Any administration reform process requires meaningful participation of civil society, 
ensuring their access to information on what their rights are in the public system and how 
they can claim it." (DANIDA
46
) 
“In the 1992 UNCED [UN Conference on Environment and Development, auth.], the world 
leaders made sure that the Summit's resulting program of action, Agenda 21, would 
promote participation, partnership and consensus among stakeholders in the pursuit if 
sustainable development. […] Chapter 37 promotes participatory dialogue in attaining 
national consensus in implementing Agenda 21. Chapter 8 stresses the need to adopt 
national strategies for sustainable development that benefited from widest participation.  
From these policies, countless recommendations and resolutions urging participation by 
the civil society and other stakeholders in pursuing sustainable development have been 
put forward in global, regional and local conferences and documents. Various 
governments and multi-lateral and bilateral organizations have likewise made it their 
policy to form partnership with civil society in the pursuit of their mandates and 
programs.” (UN
47
) 
The participatory approach is also the recommendation that has been put forward by 
Mefalopulos (2008: 7). The desirable outcome of such approach is to involve all stakeholders in 
the development process in order to secure sustainable development through dialogic use of 
communication. The emphasis is put on the importance of adopting the two-way 
communication from day one, as well as it can be implemented at any point in the 
development process, but the later the dialogical process is applied the less effective it will be 
(ibid: 9). As illustrated above, the participatory approach is gaining great recognition in the 
World Bank and other developmental institutions; however, it is the practical use of it that lags 
behind. The figure 5 below illustrates what is termed as the 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation of 
communication for development. The current 3rd generation has expanded the focus of 
communication to address power relations and structural inequalities through active 
participation by the citizens. As remarked earlier, the modernization theory has had a major 
impact on the development thinking and, as it appears, it still has. Here I refer to the vertical 
one-way communication, which still characterizes many World Bank projects, as it also will be 
demonstrated below.  
                                                            
46
http://www.ambhanoi.um.dk/en/menu/aboutus/news/newsarchives2008/denmarksupportsngoparini
tiative.htm  
47
 http://www.unescap.org/drpad/vc/orientation/M6_1.htm  
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Figure 5 
 
Thus, figure 5 illustrates the chronology in the development communication thinking48. Most 
common types of development campaigns can be identified as persuasion (changing what 
people do), education (changing social values) and informing (empowering people to change 
by increasing knowledge). The third approach is now perceived as the most valuable one for 
sustainable development. Instead of attempting to modernize people, contemporary efforts 
                                                            
48
 Handed out by Thomas Tufte at the CFSC seminar in March 2008 
Comunication for 
development  
1st Generation  2nd Generation  3rd Generation  
Definition of the 
problem  
Lack of information  Lack of information and 
skills  
Structural inequality  
Power relations  
Social conflict  
Notion of culture  Culture as obstacle  Culture as ally  Culture as ’way of life’  
Notion of catalyist  External change agent  External catalyst in 
partnership with the 
community  
Internal community 
member  
Notion of education  Banking pedagogy  Life skills 
Didactics  
Liberating pedagogy  
Notion of audience  Segments  
Target groups  
Passive  
Participatory  
Target groups  
Active  
Citizens  
Active  
What are you 
communicating 
Messages  Messages and situations  Social issues and 
problems  
Notion of change  Individual behaviour 
Social Norms  
Individual Behavior  
Social Norms 
Structural Conditions  
Individual Behavior 
Social Norms 
Power relations 
Structural Conditions  
Expected outcome  Changes of norms and 
individual behaviour  
Numerical results  
Changes of norms and 
individual behaviour  
Public and Private Debate 
Articulation of political 
and social processes 
Structural Change  
Collective Action  
Duration of activity  Short Term  Short and Middle term  Mid- and Long term  
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attempt to reduce inequality by targeting the poorest segments of society and involving 
people in their own development; in consequence the interest towards participatory 
approaches has exploded. As it has been demonstrated with examples from the World Bank, 
DANIDA and the UN, the official emphasis has shifted from economic growth to meeting basic 
needs and addressing root causes through people’s participation. But as it also has been 
emphasized by Mefalopulos, communication has often been relegated to the back seat by the 
World Bank (Mefalopulos 2008: xii) hence, the importance of development communication has 
not been fully understood (ibid: xvii). 
 
5.1.2 Participation in the policies aimed at Croatia 
In the Croatian context, the trade unions are not being regarded as serious stakeholders as 
most of the communication takes place between the World Bank and the Croatian 
government. In the future, the World Bank practitioners of the CPS program in Croatia do 
however anticipate further dialogue with the trade unions (IBRD 2008: 62). Yet, there seems to 
be some sort of mix-up as the concept of dialogue has been interpreted as consultation. The 
excerpt below is from the IBRD’s newest CPS for Croatia for the next three years, from a 
paragraph bearing the title ‘Country dialogue’: 
“The Bank’s country office engaged in CAS consultations across the country, with a broad 
range of stakeholders; in addition to the authorities at the central and the regional/local 
levels, consultations included civil society, parliamentarians, and small business and trade 
union representatives. The rationale was the country’s launch of accelerated EU accession 
efforts, which required wider public support for the upcoming reforms. The Bank also 
launched virtual public consultations on the CAS Progress Report, by posting the draft 
report on the Bank’s website.” (ibid.) 
 
Although consultation is a communication form it is not a dialogical kind of communication, as 
the participatory level in consultation processes is mainly restricted to feedbacks. Mefalopulos 
offers a further understanding of the differences between dialogue and consultation, by 
stating that, in genuine participation the stakeholders are equal, while in consultations, the 
decision-making remains with those who initiated it (Mefalopulos 2008: 41).  
 
As it appears, there are different levels of participation depending on the communication 
form. A World Bank-published report, authored by Maria Aycrigg, distinguishes between four 
different levels of participation: information sharing, consultation, collaboration and 
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empowerment (Aycrigg 1998: 19). Aycrigg argues, that it is also recognized within the Bank, 
that information sharing and consultation have been the two most frequent approaches (ibid.). 
Hence, the practice of participatory approaches can also be misleading, if the objectives are 
not made clear to the “participators”, or those whose development is in question.   
Figure 6 illustrates the features that characterize the communication process of each 
participation level. 
 
Participation Level Basic Features Related to Communication 
Information sharing  One-way communication – basically, people 
are included by informing them about what 
is being done 
Consultation Primarily one-way communication with a 
stronger emphasis on feedback – 
stakeholders provide their input but do not 
have a significant say in the decision-
making process. 
Collaboration Two-way communication supporting open 
interaction in decision making-input in 
decision making is balanced. 
Empowerment Transfer of control over decisions and 
resources – two-way communication 
ensures shared decision making. 
Figure 6, Source: Mefalopulos 2008: 91 
 
Although the empowerment is recognized as the ultimate goal of contemporary development 
efforts and of participation, it does not mean that information sharing, consultation and 
collaboration have been abandoned. For example, empowerment is not mentioned in the 
current CPS document for Croatia at all, which tempts me to argue that empowerment is not 
desirable in this context. This is partially due to the clear economic goals of the Bank’s policies 
in Croatia and as such they cannot be expected to include the empowerment agenda. Also, the 
history has shown that empowerment or democratizing is only desirable occasionally, as it can 
be considered as dangerous to empower the “wrong” people49. In other words, it would be 
rather paradoxical to empower groups, which could pose a threat to the further policies (in 
                                                            
49
 This subject has been more thoroughly examined in my 8th semester report titled ”Empowerment 
processes and social change through communication” co-authored with Anne Skjøth. The report argues 
that the World Banks policies tend to (cor)respond to the American foreign affairs; which was especially 
demonstrated in the Cold War and post-Cold War period, where it was important NOT to democratize in 
Africa out of fear of empowering the people who then might use their voice to express preferences 
towards communism.   
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this case the trade unions).  Furthermore, every context in which collaboration is mentioned is 
connected to the World Bank’s collaboration with other financial and political institutions 
(such as International Finance Corporation and the European Commission).   
 
I also stated earlier that there has been a mix-up between the concepts of dialogue and 
consultation. Since the official CPS document for Croatia does not suggest other options than 
consultation, I believe it demonstrates that there has been no mix-up, and that consultation is 
as close as social actors in Croatia can get to the policies of the World Bank. In that sense, it 
would be in Croatian interest to use dialogical approaches while the World Bank might be 
content with the general top-down model of communication. However, the World Bank is 
commonly meeting resistance from the recipient countries and usually the development or 
transition process itself is: dragged out, unsuccessful, costly, time-consuming and/or 
considered as a too rapid and uncritical adjustment to the economic neo-liberal doctrine 
(Vojnic 2003: 628). It also creates breeding soil for opposition, as is the case with Croatian 
unions. In the spirit of participatory development communication, it can be said that, had the 
unions been acknowledged as equal partners, the reform process might have been smoother.  
 
5.2 Development communication toolbox 
So, in which ways can dialogical approach make the process of transition more acceptable to 
the unions and more efficient to the World Bank? The question originates in a hypothesis that 
the unions do accept the transition and that the World Bank has interest in having happy 
costumers. The unions may not be ideologically fond of the economic neo-liberal doctrine, but 
they do see the importance of Croatia being incorporated in the global economy; starting with 
the European50.  
One of the ways of interpreting what a dialogical approach can offer is through the writings of 
Paulo Freire. Freire not only reflects on the actual dialogue but also on the intentions of people 
who are involved in the dialogue.  
                                                            
50
This sort of “Yes, but” acceptance of neo-liberal restructuring by the trade unions has been 
depicted in chapter 3. 
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5.2.1 The use of the word 
In Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) Freire reflects upon the use of the word. He argues that 
every word calls for reflection and action. We use the word to name the world (i.e. change the 
world) therefore it is crucial that we both reflect and act on it (Freire (1970) 2006: 45). Pure 
activism or “action for action’s sake – negates the true praxis and makes dialogue impossible”. 
Freire points out that the true word, and thereby the transforming of the world, is not a right 
of few but of all people. True dialogue is therefore characterized as a process throughout 
which the world is being changed, but also as a process which is impossible if those who speak 
the word are not interested in changing the world. For Freire, it all sums up to the fact that 
dialogue is an existential necessity.  
 
In this sense, dialogue is the opposite of banking, which merely describes person A 
“depositing” ideas into person B. Banking therefore, describes a process where A is imposing 
his or her own truth and names the world on behalf of person B. The banking style is often 
ascribed to the top-down communication process of the World Bank, as well as other donors.   
Critical thinking is of vital importance in order to create change. And critical thinking generates 
further critical thinking, which is necessary for any process that aims for transformation. This 
makes the banking style of communication insufficient in order to create a change, because it 
is untrue and self-sufficient: 
“We simply cannot go to the laborers – urban or peasant – in the banking style, to give 
them “knowledge” or to impose upon them the model of the “good man” contained in a 
program we have ourselves organized.” (ibid:47) 
Here a quick reference to the modernization theory as an example of banking is in its place, 
since it was followers of this line of thought that believed that the Western development 
model should be copied by undeveloped countries in order to succeed and eradicate poverty. 
Although the general opinion now has changed we can still see the influence of modernization 
theory in current development projects. Freire also had the modernization theory in mind 
while he was working on the Pedagogy of the Oppressed, as did many other Latin-American 
theorists at the time. In general, the notion of mainly Western domination - is a significant one 
in the overall literature on participative communication strategies. For instance, Karin Wilkins 
notes, that to reshape the field of development communication we must situate its discourse 
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and practice within contexts of power (Wilkins (2000) 2006:868). As it is illustrated in figure 5, 
the relations of power are the subjects to change in the 3rd generation of communication for 
development, as it is also demonstrated in Freire’s liberating pedagogy. 
What truly can make a change, Freire argues, are true humanists and revolutionaries who work 
together with the people instead of approaching them with projects that correspond to their 
own views (Freire (1970) 2006: 45). The latter example is described by Freire as nothing less 
than cultural invasion.  
Freire himself notices that some projects do seem to fail even though the positive intentions 
were sincere. But how can we make sure that we in spite of good intentions do not surrender 
to the banking style of communication? The short answer is: we cannot. We must see Freires 
recommendations as ideal types of communication, in a sense with Habermas’ “domination-
free dialogue” (Habermas 1998). The challenge for practitioners is to figure out, which parts of 
Freires theory can be employed. Practitioners of the CFSC approach are greatly inspired by 
Freires writings as they recognize dialogue as crucial in the process of achieving social change. 
In that sense, communication becomes an important catalyst for change but not its cause.    
It is therefore essential at this point to recognize that there are limitations to the power of 
dialogue, mainly connected to the limitation of producing change just by being involved in a 
dialogue. Hence, involving all relevant stakeholders in a dialogue does not guarantee success – 
on the contrary, a dialogue without a common agreement to bring about change is merely a 
chat. It is of fundamental importance to recognize the fact, that in order to obtain sustainable 
solutions to development challenges, we must move beyond a behavioral focus and 
communicate about root causes to development issues.   
Furthermore, it is argued that the problem is not that people do not understand each other 
when communicating – the problem is that they understand each other perfectly well 
(Sonderling (1997) 2006: 548). In line with Freires thinking this could be an example of a 
dialogue where people A want to change the world with help from people B, but where people 
B have no interest in improving conditions for people A. Although people B can understand 
people A, they might have a different purpose with their communication. Sonderling argues 
that: 
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“Implementation of development is a political decision and involves conflicts and battles 
over positions of power that are perfectly understood by those involved. It is the 
moralizing social scientists who have no understanding of such realities. To understand 
development we need to use the suggestion made by Michel Foucault that human history, 
and by implication the history of development, makes perfect sense when considered in 
terms of a model of war and battle rather than in terms of dialogue, meaning or mutual 
understanding.” (ibid: 554) 
Sonderling suggests that greater cooperation between grassroot movements from the North 
and the South would be of much greater use to the Third World, rather than development that 
is being brought to them.  So far it has just impoverished them even more (ibid.). Indeed, 
Sonderling draws some critical lines towards the Western domination, and he concludes that 
alternative approaches only can become relevant if they have the power to make themselves 
relevant.  
In addition, it is reasonable to ask if social marketing is the neo-liberal’s preferred 
communication model. In its glory days, the social marketing approach represented a clear 
top-down model of communication (and of development), which has been strongly criticized 
ever since (Servaes & Malikhao in Hemer & Tufte 2005: 94), especially by Latin-American 
theorists. The critique was pointed towards the fact that Western countries tend to place the 
problems within the undeveloped countries themselves and ignore consequences that are 
related to the economic superiority of the West (fair market prices, free trade, aid dependence 
etc.). This critique is still vivid as it is believed that the West continuously poses conditionalities 
that the developing countries have no influence on. Selling the neo-liberal package can 
therefore be perceived as a persuasive mission. The Director of the World Bank, Robert B. 
Zoellick, clearly indicated in his speech on World Bank Integrity Day in 2008, that countries 
which do not meet the conditionalities (regarding governance and anti-corruption) are getting 
their loans withheld, adding that: “We aren't in this to try to embarrass people or to score 
points, but we are deadly serious about protecting funds, building integrity and getting ahead 
of problems.”
51 The persuasion of such a message is clear in the demands to comply with 
conditions which have been formulated by the Bank’s experts. The issues of governance and 
anti-corruption are indeed important to assess, but focusing on these specific pillars is not 
necessarily a result of people’s participation, but as much of the Bank’s experience that the 
                                                            
51
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTABOUTUS/ORGANIZATION/EXTPRESIDENT2007/0,,c
ontentMDK:22004155~menuPK:64822311~pagePK:64821878~piPK:64821912~theSitePK:3916065,00.ht
ml  
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money loaned often “disappears” together with the governments signed contracts to execute 
reforms. Furthermore, it appears from the Director’s statements that several issues are “most 
important” for the World Bank; sometimes the focus is mainly on governance and corruption, 
sometimes it is the empowerment and sometimes: “Our first, second and third priority is 
health and human life.”52 The conditionalities differ accordingly to the respective “most 
important” issues, thus demanding different persuasion techniques at different times. 
Figure 7 sums up some differences and overlaps between past and contemporary approaches 
in the field of development communication, as discussed above.  
Figure 7, Source: Nancy Morris The diffusion and participatory models: a comparative analysis 
(Hemer & Tufte 2005). 
                                                            
52
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTABOUTUS/ORGANIZATION/EXTPRESIDENT2007/0,,e
nableDHL:TRUE~menuPK:64822279~pagePK:64821908~piPK:64822015~theSitePK:3916065,00.html  
Summaries of diffusion and participatory approaches 
Diffusion model 
Definition of communication: information transfer – vertical 
Definition of development communication:  information dissemination via mass media 
 
Problem: lack of information 
Solution: information transfer: Knowledge  Attitudes  Practice 
Goal: outcome oriented: behavior change 
 
Frameworks:    Types of interventions: 
Modernization  Social marketing  
Diffusion of innovations  Entertainment-education 
 
Participatory model 
Definition of communication:  information exchange/dialogue – horizontal 
Definition of development communication:  grassroots participation via group interaction 
 
Problem: structural inequalities/local knowledge ignored 
Solution: information exchange/ participation 
Goal: process-oriented: empowerment, equity, community   
 
Frameworks:   Types of interventions: 
Social change/praxis (Freire)  Empowerment education 
Social mobilization/activism                                     Participatory Action Research (PAR) 
Rapid Participatory Appraisal (RPA)   
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A quick look at the figure above illustrates the two main approaches, which have had and still 
have an impact in the development communication practice, the diffusion model and the 
participatory model. Although practitioners tend to “choose side” and use one model instead 
of the other, it is argued by Morris that the models are not quite polar opposites (Morris in 
Hemer & Tufte 2005: 125). This is mainly due to the diffusion model’s development towards 
inclusion of participatory tools and the participatory models unavoidable use of information 
transfer. The figure also illustrates the initially mentioned relation between development 
communication and development theory; here illustrated by connecting the modernization 
theory with the diffusion model and social change with the participatory model.    
5.3 DevComm Division of the World Bank 
As shown, the development field is not an exception when it comes to hierarchies and power 
relations. Indeed “communication is not a technical question to be antiseptically dealt with in 
isolation from the economic, political and cultural structure of society” (Beltrán (1979) 
2006:167). Methodologies are therefore developed to clarify which factors and stakeholders 
are significant when a program is about to be initiated. I believe the importance of 
communication has been affirmed in this chapter, although it still remains unclear how we can 
put theory into practice. I have consulted Mefalopulos’ Sourcebook for some answers on how 
the DevComm of the World Bank defines and works through the scope of the participatory 
approach.  
5.3.1 The methodology 
The Development Communication Division (DevComm) of the World Bank was established in 
1998 (Mefalopulos 2008: xviii). They work under two guiding definitions of development 
communication, the first one considering it to be 
“…an interdisciplinary field based on empirical research that helps to build consensus 
while it facilitates the sharing of knowledge to achieve positive change in development 
initiatives. It is not only about effective dissemination of information but also about using 
empirical research and two-way communication among stakeholders.” (ibid: 8) 
The immediate question is what kind of empirical research the development communication 
ought to be based on. If it is using the Doing Business publications, for instance, then the 
prospects for genuinely positive change are poor. The DevComm, however, suggests 
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communication-based assessment as a tool for empirical data collection, which will be 
thoroughly explained later. Another term in the definition above, which has caught my 
attention, is that of consensus. It may well be the previous discussion of the Washington 
Consensus that has left the term somewhat contested in my mi nd. Nevertheless, seeing 
development communication and communication in general, as a dynamic force that defines 
and redefines our daily lives, the term consensus seems to be an oxymoron in the very 
definition of development communication. The intention here is to enhance the role of 
development communication as a facilitating tool, although the term consensus rather 
ascribes it a role of a pacifier. The second definition is the result of the First World Congress of 
Communication for Development held in Rome in 2006. Hence the document containing the 
new definition is known as the Rome Consensus, where the delegates agreed to conceive 
development communication as 
“…a social process based on dialog using a broad range of tools and methods. It is also 
about seeking change at different levels, including listening, building trust, sharing 
knowledge and skills, building policies, debating, and learning for sustained and 
meaningful change. It is not public relations or corporate communication.” (ibid.) 
Furthermore, Paul Mitchell, the manager of DevComm of the World Bank proclaimed that 
“Development is about change and change cannot occur without communication” (ibid: 14). 
The methodology of such approach is divided into four phases: communication-based 
assessment (CBA), communication strategy design, implementation, and monitoring and 
evaluation (ibid: 83).   
Figure 8 illustrates the four phases according to their sequence and relevance with the CBA 
being the most important part in the process. It is accordingly to the research gained through 
the CBA that the strategy and implementation of a program is planned. This is also why I wish 
to elaborate on its importance. Although phases two, three and four are indispensable as well, 
their success and characteristics mainly rely on the success of the research phase. This initial 
phase of assessment offers tools that are also relevant for the World Bank’s operations in 
Croatia, particularly due to its focus on identifying and engaging relevant stakeholders in a 
dialogue (see boxes connected to each phase in figure 8).  
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Figure 8, Source: ibid: 88. 
Communication-based Assessment 
CBA is acknowledged by the DevComm specialists of the World Bank as a powerful tool for 
identifying the knowledge, perceptions, fears and expectations of the stakeholders which are 
affected by the development initiative (Chaman-Ruiz & Mitchell 2007, Mefalopulos 2008). 
When dealing with public sector reforms, communication is traditionally being used as a 
political megaphone, which enables the leaders to “speak louder” so that the people can 
“hear” their message and accept the reforms (Cabanero-Verzosa & Mitchell 2002: 1). 
Furthermore: 
“Reformers often assume that the purpose of communication is merely to raise awareness 
of the reform program after the program has been formulated by technocrats and policy 
advisers and agreed to with government officials. They believe people will be prepared to 
support reform once they become aware of the program.“ (ibid.) 
 
Awareness does not imply acceptance of the reforms in question, nor does it secure 
sustainability of the reforms. Communication-based Assessment therefore offers valuable 
information that usually is collected by using both quantitative and qualitative methods 
(surveys, opinions polls, interviews etc.). A socio-political analysis, for instance, can disclose to 
which degree relevant stakeholders support the government, support the reforms or how 
much impact they can have on the reform process. Along with communication, the socio-
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political research of this kind is also seen as “soft” research within the World Bank, which 
means that there does not exist a systematic, structured methodology for undertaking such 
analysis (Chaman-Ruiz & Mitchell 2007: 12).  
 
The DevComm staff of the World Bank is on the other hand convinced that absence of such 
research can jeopardize the entire initiative (Mefalopulos 2008: 94). As I mentioned earlier, it 
is a difficult task for the DevComm team to be promoted to the driver’s or even the 
passenger’s seat, as the economic rapid adjustments are preferred in the operational unit of 
the World Bank. As it appears, the DevComm team itself appeals to different feelings in the 
operational unit; whereas Chaman-Ruiz and Mitchell continuously relate the importance of 
CBA to equivalent economic gains for the World Bank, Mefalopulos seems more confident in 
the value of such approach in itself. I do not seek to estimate the pros and the cons of these 
two DevComm strategies but rather to mark the ideological and structural implications which 
undoubtedly have impact on the final future of the entire dialogical approach; just as the 
differences between the sets of values and ideologies between the trade unions and the World 
Bank have impact on the reform process in Croatia. Rather, I wish to point out that the internal 
differences between the two World Bank units are rooted in different ideological stands and 
hence, different perceptions of development and development strategies. A more rigid version 
of the relationship can be interpreted from the definition of communication in figure 7, where 
the diffusion model perceives communication as a vertical relationship of information transfer 
(operational unit), whereas the participatory model applies dialogical approaches, i.e. 
horizontal communication (the DevComm). Furthermore, what is in evidence in Croatia is that 
the reform process has been marked by insufficient recognition of the trade unions’ role as 
relevant stakeholders. The World Bank manages to push ahead with the reforms, regardless of 
having the unions or other actors on their side. There is in general a tendency to negotiate only 
with the governments as they represent the decision-makers. However, a government may be 
a sole decision-maker but never the sole opinion former53. Much of the opposition towards the 
reforms of the World Bank originates in the negligence of opinion formers, such as the trade 
unions.  
                                                            
53
 The use of opinion leader is intentionally left out as I consider the concept to refer to a few influential 
actors who have been appointed to affect the opinions of others. Opinions formers, on the other hand, 
refer to actors and groups of actors who influence the public sphere with opinions that deviate from the 
mainstream opinions.    
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An early Communication-based Assessment could have provided the practitioners in the field 
with sufficient information on: 
 
“…how to spread the burden of adjustment more evenly without harming supportive 
coalitions and how to sequence measures to compensate or convince those who stand to 
lose something from the reforms. The CBA sets priorities for reform programs by 
identifying where early gains can be made or by indicating which types of reform have the 
greatest chance of success.” (Chaman-Ruiz & Mitchell 2007: 13) 
 
Applied on Croatia, the trade unions could gain from the reforms although not necessarily by 
influencing them; but rather from social agreements or prearranged admissions from the 
World Bank. The Croatian government could be awarded for their cooperation and the World 
Bank would have their path clean AND have the reforms passed through. However, this sort of 
bargaining is more likely to be perceived as bribing, and as such it has a little to do with the 
initial participatory approach. 
    
Having introduced some of these main characteristics of the CBA54 and the dialogical approach 
in general, some further potential pitfalls emerge: 
 
• The length of the CBA is estimated to take about a few weeks to a few months 
depending on the nature of the project. In reality, such assessment ought to run as 
long as the project itself. The stakeholder scene or the political environments are not 
static dimensions that can be measured once and for all. The reform process itself will 
prompt different stakeholders at different levels of implementation.  
• Although the dialogical approach is preferable to the one-way communication 
approaches it does not guarantee success or the desired change. When the 
stakeholders and practitioners desire a completely different course of change (or no 
change at all, for that matter) and the practitioners still proceed with the reforms, it 
shows that the dialogue and the participation are not understood as means for people 
to define their own future, which is in contrast to what a participatory approach wants 
to be.  
                                                            
54
 The CBA is not dialogical in itself, as some tools, such as opinion polls and surveys, do not imply 
dialogical practice.   
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• This brings me to another important point dealing with the terminology and the 
connotations of dialogue, participation etc.. Just as it is necessary to take a stand on 
what neo-liberal means to different people, it is also necessary to account for the 
extent of participation, as is also widely acknowledged among the practitioners 
(Inagaki 2007: 13). This is also illustrated in figure 6, which distinguishes between four 
participation levels, prompting Aycrigg to infer, that the two levels the Bank has been 
practicing the most are information sharing and consultation.  Furthermore, even the 
highest (i.e. the decision-making) level of participation among different stakeholders 
will hamper the process because of power relations that come with their social 
positions.55 
• Given the uneven power structures surrounding the communicating parties in a 
developmental setting, tempts me to infer, that the true dialogue, in the Freirerian 
sense, is most likely possible among friends, otherwise it can hardly be 
operationalized. I, therefore, also tend to agree with Sonderling, who suggested that 
the problem rarely lies in the misunderstandings, but in the unwillingness to support a 
certain course of change. Nevertheless, the dialogical approach is currently the best 
communicational tool on the market and it has gained recognition because it does 
work in certain settings. Can it work in Croatia? 
5.4 The challenges in Croatia and the World Bank 
As described in chapter 4, the labour market reforms were voted in in 2003, with the trade 
unions eagerly requiring meetings with the Croatian government and protesting against the 
rapid adjustment to neo-liberal economic policies. Academic groups under Croatian Academy 
of Sciences and Arts (HAZU) were as well disappointed proclaiming that the World Bank would 
probably have consulted the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in the USA56. The 
dissatisfaction of being ignored by the World Bank has since produced a systematic critique 
towards their policies. Hence, the regulation of Croatian labour market does not develop 
unseen.  
                                                            
55
 Studies of this trend show that certain stakeholder groups have been marginalized in the decision-
making process, with the voices of academics and elites overwhelming the voices of low-income groups 
(El Ansari & Phillips 2001: 122).   
56
 Vjesnik, Tuesday, September 23rd 2003 
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As I have thoroughly described in the previous chapter, the trade union scene has been 
challenged first by the uncooperative government in the 1990’s and since by the following 
governments and the World Bank and IMF. Due to several other circumstances as well, the 
trade union movement has been weakened and fragmented in the turmoil. This means that 
there is a need for internal restructuring or even consolidating of the existing unions, so that 
they can gain a unanimous voice in external negotiations – while they still enjoy the position of 
representing one third of Croatia’s work-force. The Bank’s report Unions and Collective 
Bargaining: Economic Effects in a Global Environment also emphasizes that a strong union 
scene has the most positive impacts on workers’ wages, working hours etc.. A fragmented 
union scene is difficult to coordinate in terms of collective bargaining (Aidt & Tzannatos 2008). 
Furthermore, the unions must redefine whom they are representing, as the traditional full-
time worker is forced on retreat. Croatian trade unions are still mainly addressing full-time 
workers in the public sector; yet, the regulation and the liberalization of the labour market has 
evoked working on short-term contracts and with the increased privatization, a large amount 
of the work-force is being employed in the private sector. In addition, it is mainly Croatia’s 
younger workers that engage in short-term jobs and they also represent the biggest group 
among the unemployed AND the smallest group represented in the trade unions (Franicevic 
2008: 91). Hence, the unions should adjust their battles to recruit and cover these new groups 
of workers, and unify their goals and resources.   
This ideal situation for the unions would give rise to a stronger social partner with plenty of 
endorsement to negotiate with. The current, somewhat fragmented union scene, does not 
offer a unified body worthy of taking up the time of the World Bank officials.  
With this renewed mission, vision and goal, the unions are more likely to be taken seriously by 
the government, the employers and the international financial institutions. An updated CBA 
would demonstrate that the road to Croatians pockets goes through the unions. In fact, GfK – 
Centar za istrazivanje trzista, a market research agency, conducted a survey in 2007, which has 
shown that Croatians trust the unions more than they trust the Premier, political parties, 
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judiciary and the state administration57. Furthermore, they have maintained the same score 
since the year 2000.  
There has been a lot of speculation and advising in the past years regarding a reform of the 
World Bank itself. Much of the concern is directed towards the voting structure where the 
votes are equivalent to the economic power of the respective members of the Bank (with the 
United States as the only country with an effective veto). Practitioners and critics, such as 
Stiglitz, call for a larger influence to be given to the developing countries (Stiglitz 2006: 281). 
 Apart from the general call for a reform of the World Bank, I believe there is a need to 
integrate the DevComm unit into the Operational Unit. Collective bargaining may not be the 
preferred way of doing business for a Lead Economist, which is why there is a need for a 
Communication Officer that can facilitate, and if necessary “interpret”, the dialogue. However, 
in the current recommendations, as they are posed by Mefalopulos, the DevComm leaves the 
process of development communication intervention too early. Recalling the DevComm’s  
methodological framework (as illustrated in figure 8) it seems strikingly odd, that the 
DevComm specialists conduct the CBA, mind you. But as soon as the project moves towards 
phase two (Strategy Design) the DevComm’s role becomes assisting, in phase three 
(Implementation) it is advisory though only IF a local firm or a consultant requires an advice, 
and in the final phase (Monitoring and Evaluation), the DevComm is completely out of the 
picture and very seldom involved in the impact evaluation (Mefalopulos 2008: 31). In my 
opinion, the DevComm ought to not only participate, but lead the development 
communication initiative all the way. Mefalopulos recognizes that there are many “self-
appointed specialists” that operate in the field, which often leads to less satisfactory results 
(ibid: 88). The DevComm in a sense contributes to this trend by letting go of the project too 
soon. Complete involvement in a development initiative would automatically upgrade the 
DevComm to the main seats in the development convoy, as the general recognition of 
development communication would rise (which is one of the substantial perks of being a part 
of THE World Bank Group). As it is now, the DevComm appears to be the spoonful of sugar 
that makes the neo-liberal medicine go down. As such, it seems like a strategic construct to 
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 http://www.gfk.hr/press1/povjerenje1.htm 
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cover-up the actual gatopardismo58. Once again, I recall the message by Susan George that 
artificial constructs are created by people – thus they can be changed by the people. Thus, the 
DevComm must act more aggressively on the passive role in the World Bank group.   
If the DevComm succeeds in prioritizing the development communication the World Bank 
would, by conducting the CBA, identify the knowledge, perceptions, fears and expectations of 
the stakeholders which would be affected by the development initiative. I must add that, in my 
opinion, everyone is a stakeholder in a development initiative. Nevertheless, I interpret the 
Bank’s view of stakeholders as groups and individuals with bargaining power, the ones that the 
Bank expects to meet at the threshold to Croatia. Thus, the CBA would disclose that the unions 
have a broader coalition than any other stakeholder in Croatia. This would be taken into 
account in the following phases, and the type of change needed would be aimed and adjusted 
in accordance to the country-specific CBA. A series of dialogues would indulge the unions, 
which, in effect, could benefit from arrangements on social issues, and the Bank officials could 
pass the economic reforms somewhat easier.  Not to forget the possible impact of Bank’s 
recognition of the unions on the Croatian government. The government would probably 
achieve what the PM Sanader indirectly wanted from the unions in 2005 – a seemingly broad 
coalition of consensus involving the unions, the employers, the workers, the citizens and the 
thumbs up from the World Bank.    
So, I am dealing with an ideal role of the unions, an ideal structure of the World Bank and an 
ideal sort of dialogue. Contrary to what some may protest ideals are not necessarily about 
building castles in the skies, but, as in this particular case, ideals are goals which can be 
obtained in and through dialogical practice. The legacy of collective bargaining can bring the 
unions together in a communicational process of reflection and action. It would probably 
cause some sacrifices, but mutual sacrificing for the sake of resurrection is perhaps preferable 
to the single-handed sacrifices to the neo-liberal policies (that eventually might lead to a final 
defeat for the unions). The reformed Bank in cooperation with the DevComm would still have 
the business done, but perhaps through a softer approach of dialogue. The unified unions (!) 
                                                            
58
 A Spanish word which means ”everything in the system must be changed in order for the sytem to 
remain unchanged”. The term is ascribed to Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, author of the novel ”Il 
Gattopardo” (1957), which was made into a movie in 1963 by Luchino Visconti.  
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would be more specific and more focused on their goals, which would make the dialogical 
process smoother.   
These ideal scenarios are thus practically obtainable, although they are not likely to unfold 
anytime soon. Firstly, the internal restructuring of both the unions and the Bank would be a 
time-consuming process, and it probably would not take place simultaneously in these 
respective institutions. Secondly, the very execution of the dialogical approach needs a refined 
methodology that would call for communication specialists of the DevComm in all phases of a 
development initiative. And thirdly, it cannot be ignored that the different ideologies have a 
large impact on the implementation of the Bank’s policies. The heritage of socialist self-
management has left the unions rich on experiences of mobilizing the people and of 
negotiating changes, but exactly that has equipped them poorly for the challenges of 
international markets and institutions. By that, I refer to the tendency of leaving the markets 
mechanisms to work for themselves and to free the trade boundaries. By implication, these 
measures affect the national labour markets without prior asking.  
The International Labor Movement and two of the Bretton Woods institutions - the World 
Bank and the IMF – have been in dialogue for some years now. The meetings often result in 
Joint Reports, one of which reviews five years of structured dialogue between the involved 
parties59. The Bank staff reported that the union leaders are not prepared in economic matters 
but that they are “knowledgeable counterparts when negotiating benefit packages and 
working conditions” (Joint Background Paper 2007: 3). The Bank staff also emphasizes that the 
unions can be valuable sources of information and thus good support in project design and 
implementation. However, 
“Bank staff consider World Bank-trade union consultations to be less helpful than 
consultations with other civil society organizations. The contrast between the supposedly 
technical approach of Bank staff with the political character of unions, seem to be one of 
the main reasons behind this. Lack of negotiating skills and perceived arrogance from 
World Bank staff, combined with perceptions of political agendas and the lack of technical 
knowledge of unions, are considered to represent the most important impediments to a 
better Bank-union understanding. However, all these barriers are perceived to be rapidly 
changing for the better.” (ibid.) 
                                                            
59
 Joint Background Paper: Review of Five Years of Structured Dialogue between the International Trade 
Union Movement and the International Financial Institutions, December 2007. Available at: 
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTLM/Resources/GU-IFI_Dialogue_12-07.pdf  
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Throughout the accumulated knowledge about both the unions and the Bank, the comment 
above probably encapsulates the relationship perfectly. There are several obstacles that make 
the true dialogue impossible; starting with the beginning of the Bank staffs’ comment, the 
consultative nature of the approach can be pinpointed, where the Bank staff expects feedback, 
not negotiations. This is interpreted by the unions as arrogant, while the Bank staff does not 
approve of the unions’ “political character”. This is exactly why a DevComm specialist is crucial 
at all stages of interaction: to define the expectations of the union stakeholders to the Bank 
staff (and vice versa) and to clarify to both parties what the dialogue sessions entail.  
It is apparent at this stage that the communicational problems between the union 
representatives and the Bank officials are rooted in different sets of ideologies, beliefs, 
traditions, goals, expertise etc.. I have presented dialogical approaches as a tool that could 
embrace these parameters and lead to fruitful results for both parties. However, further 
investigation has demonstrated that true dialogue cannot occur if the course of change is not 
shared by the parties in question. Yet, it does not imply that dialogue is useless, but it does 
question whether it should be preferred at all times. 
 
Is unproductive dialogue better than no dialogue, in line with bad PR that is better than no PR? 
I am not sure if I can answer that in a self-assured manner. On the one hand, if the dialogue 
does not pacify the struggling parties it could escalate the conflict even more. On the other 
hand, if the circumstances are of more peaceful character, the dialogue may not lead to 
“consensus” or “changing of the world” hand in hand, but it might help to realize that the topic 
of the dialogue is transparent and accountable. That in itself would help to eliminate 
speculations and accusations.  
 
So, even though the dialogical approach may not work as intended, it is a preferred strategy of 
facilitating a communicational process. This is due to the fact that a dialogical approach is 
more than a practical exercise of dialogue. The approach radiates good intentions. It leaves to 
the practitioners whether they will use it or misuse it.  
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5.5 Concluding remarks 
This chapter has provided discussions of various approaches in the development 
communication paradigm. The point of reference has been the latest trend in the field – the 
participatory dialogical approaches. Furthermore, I have studied the relationship between the 
Croatian union representatives and the Bank officials and examined how a dialogical approach 
could foster a more rewarding relationship for both two parties. Following work questions 
have been depicted: 
a) Which communicational problems can be identified in the 
relationship between the World Bank and the trade unions? 
A general lack of direct communication should be emphasized, as should the 
different goals for the respective directions of labour market policies. The World 
Bank staff, which has been in contact with the union representatives objects to 
the unions’ political agendas and their poor knowledge of economic issues. The 
union representatives are on the other hand accusing the Bank staff of being 
technocratic and unwilling to negotiate. The two bodies are basically not having 
dialogues on common agendas and terms – in fact, they are not having 
dialogues at all, if the dialogue is defined in a Freireian sense.  
 
b) Why is it desirable to establish a participatory dialogical 
communication flow between the two? 
The dialogues are probably more anticipated by the unions than they are by the 
Bank, as the unions are the challenged ones in this case. The reform processes 
would more likely be smoother, if the Bank includes the unions (as well as other 
social actors) from the beginning. There are also economic gains in participatory 
approaches, as they would lead to investments of the money according to the 
commonly determined goals, rather than being injected into the market in order 
to redistribute itself. But the actual economic value of dialogue cannot be 
measured; although a calculated overview could pose a more understandable 
version to the economists of the World Bank. In terms of Washington Consensus 
vs. post-Washington Consensus, it would be refreshing to witness that the 
World Bank is capable of facilitating sustainable growth, i.e. that the post-
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Washington Consensus truly exists and prioritizes the people and their 
development.  
 
c) Which challenges is the practical use of development 
communication expected to meet and how large an influence does 
the Bank’s communication unit, DevComm, have on the its 
process?  
Most of the challenges are rooted in the already mentioned diversified goals and 
means of the Bank and the unions. Apart from these “technicalities” the biggest 
hinder lies within these parties themselves; as I have suggested earlier there is a 
need for unified unions and a reformed World Bank before any genuine 
dialogical process can bear fruit. As it is now, the dialogical process would 
represent “action for action’s sake”, as Freire would put it. Thus, it follows that 
the contradicting/competing agendas of the unions and the World Bank have 
different intentions with the dialogue resulting in policy and decision making 
disequilibria. The DevComm’s role in this particular case would be of little 
importance, as their recommendations (of dialogical approach) suggest a 
strategy that fits the unions better than the Bank. In addition, I have posed 
critique towards DevComm’s strategy, which I have argued ought to be under 
DevComm’s facilitation through all stages of a development initiative. 
Otherwise, the development communication will remain a camouflaging 
appendage to the unchanged hardcore economic approach of the World Bank. I 
have therefore argued for a more aggressive DevComm strategy to bring the 
development communication at the heart of the development policies in the 
World Bank.  
 
So - can development communication contribute to a more advantageous situation for both 
the World Bank and the trade unions? The short answer is sure, under the right (or rather, 
ideal) circumstances, i.e. with unified unions and a reformed World Bank with the DevComm at 
the front, both parties would gain from the dialogue. The premise is of course, that a reformed 
World Bank would prioritize differently and be genuinely interested in sustainable 
development, rather than the rapid economic growth.  
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A more realistic answer to the above question corresponds more to the reality of situation; the 
Croatian unions are un-coordinated, scattered and conflictual in their approach. By large, the 
World Bank policies remain technocratic and humanly and socially insensitive – despite the 
flattering rhetoric in their programs. The DevComm cannot yet challenge or compete with the 
prevailing interests of the “important” World Bank bodies, but exactly because of this 
association with the Bank, the DevComm has a powerful stage to perform from.  
As for the dialogue itself, I have examined some of the characteristics of the Freirerian 
dialogue. My main focus has been on the intentions of the dialoguing parties, which I consider 
to cover a wide range of preconditions that are crucial for successful dialogue. Intentions are 
thus not merely describing that people A and people B do not share the same plans for the 
future, but it also encases the power relationship between people A and people B. When there 
is inequality in power, there usually is inequality on other levels as well (although it is not 
unthinkable that powerful people would not mind assisting the less powerful towards self-
formulated goals). Which brings me to the crux of Freirerian dialogue: that the change, or even 
better the social change, must arise from the “oppressed” people themselves. Hence the 
concept of participatory communication. 
Having analyzed the current status of the unions, the Bank, the DevComm and the dialogue it 
does not seem as the development communication (i.e. dialogical approach) can contribute to 
a more advantageous situation for the union-Bank relationship. However, the dialogue even at 
this late point can help, at least by being the sugar that makes the medicine go down. A 
dialogue at this point would be a small sacrifice for the Bank staff stationed in Croatia, but a 
huge recognition for the Croatian unions. However, it is important to keep in mind that 
dialogue at this point would not aim towards nor lead to an actual change, let alone social 
change. It would merely pacify the fighting parties, which should not be underestimated either 
– perhaps it would make them more appeased for the next round of dialogues, when 
development communication and human and social development gain influence on the World 
Bank’s policies. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this final chapter I will offer answers to the research question and the deducted work 
questions. I will offer my answer to the research question first (6.1 The short answer) and then 
elaborate on this conclusion in the subsequent paragraphs, which are results of the research 
findings in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Each of these chapters holds concluding remarks, which are 
based on the work questions. I will therefore not repeat the work questions here as well, but 
use the answers provided in a less systematic, but a more fluent, presentation.  
6.1 The short answer 
The research question, which is constituted of two questions, prepared the ground for analysis 
of:  
 
So, how do the policies of the World Bank applied in Croatia affect the position of trade 
unions? The research provides that the policies, which are characterized by economic neo-
liberalism, include deregulation, privatization and liberalization of the labour market. The 
policies have led to abolition of legislative frameworks, which have been protecting workers 
and they have led to greater job insecurity, as the main type of employment is based on short-
term contracts. The policies are therefore hostile to the trade unions, to the process of 
collective bargaining and the traditional full-time workers. The reformed labour market has 
provided the unions with fewer members and less influence on the legislative process. The 
Croatian government has contributed to the process by excluding the unions from the 
negotiations. Although weakened, the Croatian union scene is still dynamic and at times 
aggressive and conflictual. Due to the top-down approach by the World Bank, endorsed by the 
government, there is not much room for the traditional bargaining methods, which is why an 
outward and EU-oriented approach appears recommendable to the unions. 
How do the policies of the World Bank applied in Croatia affect the position of the 
Croatian trade unions  and can those policies be influenced by development 
communication between the two parties? 
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Can the policies be influenced by development communication between the two parties? 
Given the current status, the policies probably cannot be affected through dialogue, as 
dialogue implies an equal relationship of mutual understanding and a common goal for future 
development. Thus, involving all stakeholders in a dialogue does not guarantee success, as the 
intentions of the two parties are more different than they are alike. Reforms of the Croatian 
union scene and of the World Bank are possibly the steps necessary in order to practice true 
dialogue. A major role has been given to the DevComm, which offers the tools to influence the 
policies of the World Bank – if used more. 
6.2 The long answer 
The process of Croatian transition has also marked Croatia’s attempts to de-Yugoslav itself. 
Integration into the EU is the overarching goal, which has demanded sacrifices that the 
Croatian government mostly has been pleased to offer. I have argued that Croatia’s accession 
to the EU indeed appears to be the most beneficial way forward, while arguing that the 
sacrifices sometimes have been too rapid and uncritical. I have offered empirical data to 
support the claim, which is continuously being put forward by the critics, that the economic 
neo-liberalism has led to decrease in real wages, increase in consumer prices and tremendous 
job insecurity (see chapter 4 incl. figures). All of these have led to increased inequality in 
Croatia where the richest have benefitted the most from the neo-liberal package and the 
poorest have benefitted the least. Furthermore, there has been an increase in the poverty rate 
and the-risk-at-poverty rate, which can witness that applied policies have empowered the 
market not the people. But saying all this sounds remarkably familiar because country stories 
like Croatia’s are not a rare sight anymore. Neo-liberal policies driven by the economic 
ambitions to unite the world’s markets into a giant free-cash-flow bazaar are largely seen in 
most Western countries (see chapter 3). Reforms of labour markets everywhere make it 
possible for the workers to be hired and fired for and within a short time. Hence, the role of 
trade unions becomes not only to protect their members under these new circumstances but 
also to fight an entire system and protect themselves. 
 
I have conducted extensive gathering of Croatian and international empirical data to 
demonstrate some of the challenges that the trade unions all around the world are forced to 
meet. The case of Croatian unions shows that they have met some of those challenges already 
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before the adjustment to the policies of the World Bank. The politics led by the HDZ in the 
1990’s had already paralyzed the unions, so their fragile state cannot be ascribed solely to the 
Bank’s policies but also to the neo-liberal policies in general (expressed in the economic shocks 
of the late 1990’s, privatization of state assets, reduction of worker protection etc.). However, 
the unions had hoped for a greater collaboration by the end of the decade with the new pro-
Western regime. Instead, the new regime has taken rapid steps by adjusting to the Bank’s 
policies in order to prepare Croatia for accession to the EU. This has outsourced the process of 
transition to Brussels and Washington D.C. where the unions are disadvantaged and, as the 
research demonstrates, unprepared. By outsourcing, I mean that the issue of the unions’ 
position has become less of a national problem and more of a global problem as it cannot be 
solved on the national level without a simultaneous adjustment to the expectations on the EU 
level, as minimum.  
Thus, the Bank-formulated policies in the beginning of the new decade appear to have in a way 
legitimized the notorious politics towards the unions led by HDZ, and attempted to marginalize 
the role of the unions further. The perplexed union leaders watched how the World Bank’s 
policies enriched the already powerful men in a society where children and women represent 
the poorest group. The powerful became even more powerful and the poor became poorer, so 
in that context everything has been evolving by the book. Recalling the introductory chapter, 
the unions did what African academics tried to do – to engage in a dialogue with the Bank prior 
to the implementation of the programs, as they believed that the policies would have crucial 
consequences for their countries. By now, only World Bank fundamentalists would downplay 
the consequences of the SAPs and the PRSPs in Africa. Naomi Klein has offered some research 
on the impact of these policies in transition countries as well, as have Joseph Stiglitz, but it has 
not yet become as mainstream to criticize the policies implemented in European countries, as 
there is still plenty to go after in the developing countries. This reflects the general discourse in 
the development field where the focus still mainly is on Africa as the challenges there remain 
boundless and interminable. That is not to say, that other geographical points of interest are 
not represented, but rather that the African examples have better exposure. This is also 
reflected in the curriculum for International Development Studies program at Roskilde 
University. Another explanation is, as earlier argued, that neo-liberalism has become the water 
we swim in; this postulate is probably doomed to be tagged as cynical, which only adds to the 
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understanding that neo-liberalism has become a hegemonic discourse. As Jack Nicholson 
famously proclaimed in the award-winning movie “As Good As It Gets”: “I’m drowning here, 
and you’re describing the water!”.  
 
The recommendations posed by, for instance, Stiglitz are refreshing ideas towards a new world 
order60 where governments are ascribed a more active role in facilitating the institutional 
frameworks of their countries and thereby contributing to changes in power balances (as all 
countries would posses ownership of the development initiatives). Bringing the state back in 
the game, which is by large the change that protagonists of the post-Washington Consensus 
are seeking, is overall a sound proposition considering the disastrous results of the state non-
interference, as proposed by the neo-liberal policies. In other words, the post-Washington 
Consensus seeks a new hegemony on a slightly different basis. The Marxist critique posed by 
Ben Fine has therefore pointed to the fact that the post-Washington Consensus is not a real 
alternative. The findings presented in chapter 3 support Fine’s critique, which I also generally 
agree with. However, it should be noted that the post-Washington Consensus also contains 
other aspects, which are inherently different from the preceding consensus (for instance, the 
indisputable need to let the developing and transition countries gain ownership of 
development programs). In that sense, the post-Washington Consensus is an alternative, 
which encompasses what everyone has been asking for – a more social and human oriented 
approach to development. In addition, as I have argued about the connotations of consensus in 
chapter 5, the term represents a type of universalism that hardly can be applied on all 
countries, on all development policies or on all development communication.  
 
But how can neo-liberalism be affected, let alone changed into something different? As a part 
of my research question, I have examined the possibilities of development communication as 
maybe having the proper tools to affect these policies. Through the practice of participatory 
communication, mainly the dialogical approach, I have argued that such change could be 
possible. However, given the ideological, cultural, political, social and power differences 
between the unions and the World Bank, I have also questioned the concept of dialogue, 
arguing that it has its limitations. My conception of dialogue is based on Freire’s definition, 
                                                            
60
 Not to be confused with the conspiracy theory about forthcoming New World Order, nor with the new 
world order described by H.G. Wells. 
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hence I believe that the true word and transforming of the world is a right of all people. When 
dialogue is commenced on “pretend” basis it negates the true praxis and makes dialogue 
impossible. As it appears now, the relationship between the Croatian unions and the Bank is 
characterized by the banking style of communication, where the Bank deposits ideas into the 
Croatian stakeholders. 
 
Additionally, as my findings have provided, the DevComm has a founded and acknowledged 
theoretical framework, which already is widespread in the field of development 
communication, which implies that there are possibilities to mobilize into global efforts 
towards global social change.  I have, however, also pointed to some flaws in the 
methodological framework, mainly referring to the fact that the DevComm specialists leave 
the process of development intervention too soon. The processes of actual implementation 
and that of evaluation are the ones where the action and reflection truly unfold. As such they 
cannot be entrusted or delegated to others, which, in consequence, would also contribute to 
the trend of self-employed experts in the field, as Mefalopulos has remarked. Hence, the 
importance of promoting social change on the global level becomes even more imperative in 
order to secure DevComm’s involvement in all phases of the methodological framework.  
 
Currently, however, the World Bank does not operate according to the Mefalopulos, Chaman-
Ruiz and Mitchell’s recommendations. Rather, it is a “back to the basics” tendency that brings 
alive the memories of persuasive missions and social marketing. 
Even that is not completely encasing the top-down approach of the World Bank. As 
Arandarenko has argued, the Bank has a simple and clear message, which is not up for 
discussion. The “client” countries can either comply with it or not. Therefore, selling the 
dialogical approach to hardcore economists has its implications. Mitchell apparently seeks to 
meet them by referring to all the economic benefits of such an approach, and reassuring that a 
tool such as the CBA is very valuable in conducting investigation, indirectly stressing that it is 
not a negotiation tool. It might as well be the right way about it, although the development 
communication toolbox should not demand an interpretation but rather stand for itself in 
practice.  As the DevComm authors have argued, communication and socio-political research is 
seen as “soft” research within the World Bank, so there is no systematic, structured 
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methodology for undertaking such analysis. That makes the promotion of development 
communication even more urgent. 
Now, it should be noted that dialogical approaches are acclaimed as useful in the field, and 
that they are not merely a “nice” thing to do in a foreign country. Such approaches can 
demonstrate that a government is not the sole opinion former, which my study of Croatian 
trade unions has illustrated. It has also been demonstrated that the “invisible hand” has been 
exactly what the name implies: invisible. According to the empirical data, it has not 
redistributed the wealth fairly nor contributed to the poverty reduction; on the contrary,  
several theorists consider the increasing inequality as being provoked by the uncritical 
adjustments to the neo-liberal policy packages consisting of privatization, liberalization and 
deregulation (as discussed in chapters 3 and 4). The Global Union movement furthermore 
claimed that the policies demonstrate the lack of commitment to poverty reduction and the 
heavily promoted MDGs. Indeed, the empirical findings can be interpreted in support for 
Global Unions’ claim. However, the economic neo-liberalism is characterized by the faith in 
market forces and the previously mentioned invisible hand, which is sometimes used to 
legitimate the neo-liberal policies (since they will do the work on their own). Therefore, when 
a development program fails, the neo-liberals tend to seek for external explanations to its 
failure. It that sense, the Bank does not think of itself as less committed to poverty reduction, 
but upholds, as Stiglitz has put it, that: “The medicine was right; it was only that the patient 
failed to follow the doctor’s orders!” (Stiglitz 2000: 29). 
 
Furthermore, and as Paul W. Drake has argued, abolitions of legislative frameworks designed 
to guarantee collective bargaining and job security have created a fragile union scene. The 
expected perk of economic neo-liberalism, manifested as the liberal democracy, is expected to 
give the unions more influence through the negotiation processes in the context of EU, which 
Andreas Bieler claimed was the trade unions’ main incentive to sign the Maastricht treaty. But, 
as I have examined thoroughly in chapter 3, the EU is not quite the El Dorado that it is all 
cracked up to be. The unions are structurally disadvantaged in the various EU institutions, 
which has forced them to create new alliances with other unions and other social movements. 
That has, on the other hand, led to greater recognition of the unions in the EU. The World 
Bank also concluded in a previously mentioned study that workers who belong to the unions 
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earn more, work fewer hours and receive more training - but only if the trade union scene is 
not fragmented.  So, the World Bank prefers a centralized union scene, with preferably one 
union to represent all workers. After all, it is easier to monitor and control one union, rather 
than having “the enemies within” dispersed all over a country, which the Thatcher example 
can witness of. At the same time, a unified union movement would represent a stronger union 
and concert the efforts towards common goals. 
 
It appears from the research findings, however, that a genuine hindrance to the process of 
collective bargaining is that Croatian unions are as fragmented and uncoordinated as they are. 
I have offered an insight into the general image of the unions in Croatia, concluding that the 
unions, in spite of decline in memberships and attempted marginalization, still enjoy 
popularity among the people. Following the example of the Australian campaign, which helped 
remove John Howard from his PM post, it could be beneficial to Croatian unions to address the 
people, not only the workers. This is, in fact, already evolving in some rhetorical approaches 
towards non-members of the unions. A greater concerted effort is needed in order to include 
private sector employees, youth and short-term workers. The era of society-owned businesses 
is over, and as new privatized businesses have taken over, a new sort of Croatian worker has 
emerged: with little or no solidarity with his/her colleagues and with barely any feeling of 
loyalty towards his/her employer, as was the case before. The unions can provide safety nets 
for these new workers, as they can become representatives of the broader public. In the light 
of Croatia’s EU preparations, the unions also have a tool to affect the government, since 
almost any proposal marked as “preparation to the EU” is gladly welcomed. In reality, the 
Croatian unions must initiate a more outward and a more EU-oriented approach as it holds 
possibilities of becoming a serious social actor. The experience at least shows that internal 
restructuring, common strategies, new alliances with other unions and social movements and 
presence “on the streets” have generally been good for unions (as depicted in chapter 3). The 
example of Croatian unions’ victory on the adjustment of the employment protection 
legislation (EPL) strictness also shows that a unified message, when properly marketed, still has 
clout (see chapter 4). 
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7 Perspectives and recommendations    
First of all, I would like to reflect on my research question, which has guided my research in 
general, and which has initiated a greater learning process than I expected. It became obvious 
at the early stages of my analysis that development communication (i.e. the participatory 
approach) would not lead to substantial changes in the World Bank-trade union relationship, 
because of the already mentioned differences in their approaches to development/transition. 
My research then took a new turn towards examining how to turn this “no”-answer into a 
“yes”, although the initial research question did not necessarily prepare a ground for such an 
examination. Some of my co-students suggested me to simply change the research question, 
which I did consider, but decided not to try to do, as this thesis has been a work in progress 
and I want that to be obvious to the respective counselors and examiners.  
Secondly, being a work in progress means that my conclusions, however final for this particular 
purpose of submitting my thesis for grading, are not final at all. Further analysis of, for 
instance, power relations that are embedded in the institutional structure of the World Bank 
would give rise to discussions, which would be more specific about the structural limitations of 
DevComm’s activities (are they “the enemies within”?). I have, however, been optimistic about 
the ideal role of the DevComm, as it appeared that these professionals are the ones who can 
affect the technocratic policies the most, as they are placed at the stronghold of neo-
liberalism; in the offices of the World Bank itself. The practical advantage of the DevComm, 
compared to other practitioners of development communication, is characterized by privileges 
of becoming a major opinion former solely because of its association to the Bank61. Thus, the 
first World Congress of Communication for Development, which the DevComm organized in 
2006 illustrate the unit’s leading role in the field (Mefalopulos 2008: xix). But as my research 
has shown, the external recognition has not promoted the DevComm to the front seats of the 
development convoy – perhaps, a more aggressive approach is needed, where DevComm’s 
relation to the Bank is “exploited” to the fullest via internal lobbying and external mobilizing of 
practitioners represented in bilateral and multilateral organizations (a second World Congress 
might be one of the steps), in order to affect the hegemonic discourse. 
                                                            
61
 Mefalopulos also notes that the DevComm has accomplished “immediate recognition among the 
major players in the field” because of the World Bank’s wide engagement in development (Mefalopulos 
2008: xix). 
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However, recent “insider” information has provided me with information, which rather points 
to the contrary of what I have anticipated; the director of DevComm, Paul Mitchell, has left his 
position. Paolo Mefalopulos is also starting a new career with UNICEF in India. A more “neo-
liberal” director has been appointed to the DevComm. All in all, DevComm’s role has been 
considerably reduced to what I have called “the sugar that makes the medicine go down”. So 
instead of advancing to the front seat of the development convoy, DevComm may have been 
reduced to a bumper sticker on the bonnet.   
 
So, while the Croatian trade unions are lost in transition, the DevComm is lost in Washington -
for the time being. A reform of the World Bank may be the only way forward from this point.
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